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Editorial

DEAR CUSTOMERS, COLLEAGUES,
AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATES,
Steel and nonferrous metals move the world. Built from these

This means we are able to immediately, individually, and effi-

materials, aircraft take off safely, vehicles save fuel, and wind tur-

ciently respond to our customers’ wishes at their sites. And we

bines reliably generate energy. This is mainly due to crucial mate-

can ensure plants and machines tailored to specific local require-

rial properties determined right at the start of production by

ments, whether new equipment or modernizations.

plants and machines from the SMS group. Our equipment covers the entire metallurgical process chain from raw materials and

Our solutions give our customers a competitive edge. That’s be-

metallurgy, through shaping, and up to finishing. It provides the

cause the equipment improves product quality, cuts operating

materials with a wealth of functional properties plus the high

costs, boosts productivity, and reduces the consumption of re-

quality our customers require for further processing, which have

sources. This also applies to the fields of metallurgy and environ-

become indispensable for many final products today.

mental technology.

Essential for us is the success of our customers. As a system

We transform the world of metals. See for yourself.

supplier and due to close interaction of all the departments and
experts involved, we can deliver future-oriented overall solutions
from one source. They range from consulting and planning to
mechanical equipment through to electrical and automation systems as well as a comprehensive, flexible service portfolio. To-

Burkhard Dahmen

day, our worldwide manufacturing and service network of work-

Chairman of the Managing Board SMS group

shops and sales offices covers more than 60 locations.
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INTRODUCTION

Product range
IRON MAKING
The SMS group is a group of globally operating companies
in plant and machinery construction for steel and nonferrous metals processing. We cover everything from pig
iron production to metallurgical plant, rolling mills to strip
processing lines, tube mills to thermal technology – complete with electrics and automation as well as service.

TUBE AND PIPE PLANTS

FORGING PLANTS
6

ELECTRICAL AND AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

ABOUT SMS

METALLURGY PLANTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

FLAT ROLLING PLANTS

LONG PRODUCTS PLANTS

STRIP PROCESSING LINES AND
FURNACE TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCTION

TECHNICAL SERVICE
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INTRODUCTION

History, expertise, mission

Smelter of the 60ties.

MILESTONES:
1906: First reduction furnace
SAF of the 70ties.

1956: Low-induction high current line
1958: Hydraulic electrode column
1966: Encapsulated electrode column
1975: Energy recovery system
2000: Modern furnace control
2006: Refining station
2008: Electrode column DC furnace
2014: Composite electrode
2015: Largest FeNi furnace

SAF of the 70ties.
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Silicon plant illustration.

The SMS group offers a wide product

OUR ETHICS AND VALUES

Our plants guarantee a quick ramp-up and
safe, long-lasting operation. Equally im-

portfolio for end users who process ferroalloys, PGM, NF metals, iron, and steel.

As a tradition-rich company, SMS main-

portant are their green credentials and

Over the last 100 years, SMS has devel-

tains high ethical standards and values.

cost-efficiency. We achieve our project

oped a whole range of processes to

They lay the foundations of our success

goals in teamwork with our customers.

produce more than 60 different kinds of

– sustained for decades, yet as vital today

Yet, even after completing the job, we re-

metals and slags (collecting in excess of

as ever.

main in close contact with them.

750 references).
All over the world, furnaces from SMS
Internationally, the SMS group ranks

OUR MISSION

are hard at work. That’s why SMS is highly experienced in dealing types of local

among the strongest players in the field
of all smelter components, equipment,

SMS is committed to designing and build-

conditions ranging from climate to cul-

and plant solutions. We are the global

ing complete, innovative submerged-

ture, political environment, and more.

leader in metallurgical plant and ma-

arc furnaces and electric smelters, as

chines, not least because we have inte-

well as integrated plants and compo-

SMS supplies furnaces to many different

grated top names such as Demag, Krupp,

nents. All of this ensures products of

industries, covering a multitude of appli-

Schloemann, Concast, MAN-GHH, Paul

the highest quality, consistency, and relia-

cations and processes. It often happens

Wurth, and Metix.

bility.

that our customers require customized
solutions. What’s more, our equipment
has to stand up to extreme conditions
such as high process temperatures and
aggressive slag compositions. This exceptional know-how is also implemented
in our conventional furnace designs and is
one reason why SMS furnaces are considered the most reliable on the market.

FeNi tap of circular furnace.
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FOREWORD

Introduction by
Dr. Guido Kleinschmidt, Dr. Rolf Degel
and Dr. Christian Fröhling

Looking at the metals market, we feel the immediate

As a result of today’s increasing energy costs and fluctuating raw

prospects appear good. Currently, the ferroalloy prices of

material quality, our effective submerged-arc furnace and elec-

most metals are being driven up by constant growth in the

tric smelter technologies have become even more attractive to

steel industry. Just as positive is the news that the nickel ore

customers than before. Due to their excellent design and high

ban as well as certain developments in China indicate a re-

efficiency, they ensure consistent, dependable, and reliable pro-

covery for the FeNi industry. Demand for silicon materials

duction at low energy consumption.

continues to rise by at least 5% per year, with a favorable
effect on prices. It is predicted that the long-term price devel-

Having the twin incentives of high costs and strict environmental

opment of the non-ferrous market will remain at the same

regulations also means our energy recovery systems have come

level. Therefore, SMS is optimistic about business opportu-

into special focus for electric smelters. That’s because the sta-

nities in the future.

ble, uninterrupted operation of the furnaces as well as the higher
chemical and sensible energy content in the off-gas achieve a re-

Recent years have been exciting for the SMS group. That’s be-

covery – depending on the process – of more than 20% of the in-

cause many fascinating and challenging furnace projects have

put energy.

been or are now being implemented. Included here are the
world’s largest-ever FeNi furnace, the first large-scale FeCr pro-

SMS has developed a system that recovers some of the energy

duction line based on DC technology, silicon plants, copper slag

from liquid slag, and looks set to take ferroalloy producers by

cleaning furnaces, FeMn plants, a FeNb furnace, smelters for the

storm.

production of fused magnesia, as well as large-scale calcium carbide furnaces.

During the last decade, the SMS group pioneered innovative
smelter technologies such as:

The SMS group, specifically SMS Siemag in Düsseldorf, Metix

n Large-capacity units that lower specific operation costs

in Johannesburg, and Paul Wurth in Luxembourg, is well pre-

(applied for the production of silicon, FeNi, FeCr, CaC2)

pared for growing market demand for our smelter technology
and auxiliaries.

n AC and DC technology capable of directly processing

ore fines and lower-grade ore (applied in FeCr and TiO2
production)

There is also a healthy demand for complete solutions, and we

n Innovative metal refining technologies for best quality

enhanced our competencies in this field, supplying EPC turnkey

ferroalloys (applied for MC and LC FeMn, MC and LC FeCr,

projects and EPCM managing projects.

FeNi and silicon)

Our customers can expect the same top quality from our SAF departments that we have supplied for more than 100 years. Combined with improved upstream and downstream equipment and
processes, this expertise produces sophisticated full-line solutions.
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n Rectangular slag cleaning furnaces for best metal recovery
rates of valuable metals (Cu, Co, Pt, etc.)

n A new type of MgO smelter

n Efficient energy recovery systems that improve overall
plant efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions

ABOUT SMS

Dr. Rolf Degel, Vice President Special Metallurgical Plants and Dr. Christian Fröhling, General
Manager Technical Sales SAF, Gas Cleaning.

Dr. Guido Kleinschmidt, Member of the
Managing Board SMS group.

All these innovations and improved processes were only possi-

What rounds off our product portfolio is a composite electrode

ble thanks to constant intensive cooperation with our customers

that makes it possible to reduce OPEX in silicon production. The

as well as internal research and development.

composite electrode can be used for capacities of up to 40 MW.

It’s obvious that our target groups are keenly interested in innov-

Finally, it gives us great pleasure to thank our customers for their

ative products like these.

loyalty in choosing technology from the SMS group. We are confident our equipment will continue to contribute to their sus-

Due to worldwide purchasing and excellent, long-lasting relations

tained success.

with our suppliers, we keep our overall prices low. A large percentage of price fluctuations originate with our suppliers. You can
rest assured that we always pass any savings on to you.
Indisputably, for SMS, innovation has always been the key to future success. We believe in building tomorrow’s furnaces today.
The development of a vacuum AOD using CO2 as the major
purging medium ensures refining to LC FeMn/FeCr with a significantly lower OPEX.
There has been a new major focus at SMS over recent years on
environmental solutions, including gas cleaning systems, water

Dr. Rolf Degel

Dr. Guido Kleinschmidt

treatment plants, and in particular energy recovery systems.
That’s why we strengthened our range of expertise and increased our workforce in this field. Today, the SMS group offers
efficient energy recovery systems based on boiler technology.
Reflecting this change, the SMS group has set up a new depart-

Dr. Christian Fröhling

ment covering this innovative discipline.
Also new is a secondary gas cleaning system for casting that will
reduce emissions and improve safety in silicon and ferroalloy
plants.
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INTRODUCTION

The team

Our international experts are passionate about SAF products. This is a field where SMS Siemag in Düsseldorf and
Metix in Johannesburg pool their know-how for our customers’ benefit. Furthermore, Paul Wurth provides support
with refractory design and tapping/stoking equipment. We
join forces with our customers to work together as a team,
always devising the best possible solution. Our team is available at all times to stand by your side and help you get the
results you want.
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ABOUT SMS

OUR TEAM IN DÜSSELDORF/GERMANY
The team in Düsseldorf handles all SAF-related projects for electric smelters
and submerged-arc furnaces worldwide, except in southern Africa.

Dr. Rolf Degel
Vice President Special
Metallurgical Plants
Phone: +49 211 881 6372
rolf.degel@sms-group.com

Dr. Christian Fröhling
General Manager Technical
Sales SAF, Gas Cleaning
Phone: +49 211 881 5288
christian.froehling@group.com

Martin Köneke
Vice General Manager
Technical Sales SAF
Phone: +49 211 881 6584
martin.koeneke@sms-group.com

Hans-Erich Lembgen
Senior Project Manager
Phone: +49 211 881 6180
erich.lembgen@sms-group.com

Erik Hecker
Manager Technical Sales SAF
Phone: +49 211 881 6223
erik.hecker@sms-group.com

Christian Zimmermann
Manager Technical Sales SAF
Phone: +49 211 881 5285
christian.zimmermann@smsgroup.com

Detlef Strieder
Manager Project Planning SAF
detlef.strieder@sms-group.com

Patrik Henke
Manager Project Planning SAF
patrik.henke@sms-group.com

Harmen Oterdoom
Vice General Manager
Metallurgy & Commissioning
harmen.oterdoom@sms-group.com

Ralf Nörthemann
General Manager
Design Melting Units
Phone: +49 211 881 6622
ralf.noerthemann@sms-group.com

Mircea Ionita
Deputy General Manager Sales
Electrical and Automation
Systems
mircea.ionita@sms-group.com
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OUR TEAM IN JOHANNESBURG/
SOUTH AFRICA
Metix is responsible for all submerged-arc furnace and electric
smelter projects in the southern African region. Additionally,
Metix also offers burden pre-heating systems as well as pellet
and sinter plants.

Andrew van Niekerk
Managing Director,
experienced in metallurgical
processes and project contracts,
costing and execution
andrew@metix.co.za

Wynand Moolman
Projects Director,
experienced in project management,
has successfully executed big
EPC/EPCM contracts

Frank Gunther
Financial Director, experienced
in comm. Project Management,
accounting, controlling, reporting

Ivan Hall
Technology Equipment Manager,
experienced in industrial plant
maintenance, equipment sales
and development

Klaus Schmale
Deputy. Director Sales,
Delegate from SMS Siemag
to support Metix
klaus@metix.co.za

Gawie Lotter
Project Manager, experienced in
Project Management of EPCM
projects in metallurgical plants,
operational experience in ironmaking plants

Marco van Niekerk
Mechanical Engineering Manager,
experienced in plant engineering
and execution of EPC and EPCM
contracts

Cor Brink
Project Manager,
experienced in plant operation
and maintenance, project
management
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Goerge Farmer
Lead Process Engineer,
experienced in various processes
for the ferroalloy and non-ferrous
industry

ABOUT SMS

PAUL WURTH AND TMT
The Luxembourg-based Paul Wurth Group is a leading market

Its affiliated company TMT – Tapping Measuring Technology, a

player for the design and construction of complete blast furnace

joint company of Dango & Dienenthal and Paul Wurth – special-

and coke oven plants. Agglomeration plants, direct reduction

izes in the design and supply of mud guns and taphole openers.

plants, environmental protection technologies, as well as waste
treatment and recycling facilities complete Paul Wurth’s product
portfolio for the primary phase of metals production.
Next in line are submerged-arc furnaces and electric smelters
where Paul Wurth offers state-of-the-art equipment, such as slag
and metal granulation systems and metal casting machines, and
is able to provide advanced lining solutions.

Dr. Thomas Hansmann
Chief Technology and Operations
Officer
thomas.hansmann@paulwurth.com

Stefano Barozzi
Agglomeration & Environmental
Technologies
stefano.barozzi@paulwurth.com

Dr. Horst Kappes
Energy and By-Products
horst.kappes@paulwurth.com

Jean-Philippe Houde
Refractories
jean-philippe.houde@paulwurth.com

Arno Dienenthal
Managing Director TMT
arno.dienenthal@tmt.com

Claude Bodeving
Managing Director TMT
claude.bodeving@tmt.com
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Major representations

If you would like to know who your representative is, please contact us at SAF@sms-siemag.com.

BRAZIL AND
SOUTH AMERICA

NORTH AMERICA

GULF STATES

SMS USA LLC

SMS Gulf FZE

SMS Siemag Equipamentos

100 Sandusky Street

Dubai Airport Free Zone

e Servicos Ltda.

Pittsburgh, PA 15212-5852, USA

Building 4E, Block A, Office G16

Avenida 2, 230

Contact:

PO Box 54795

Distrido Industrial Parque Norte

Bill Emling

Contact:

33.200-000-Vespasiano, Minas

Phone: +1 412 237 - 8910

Ulrich Breuer

Gerais, Brazil

Fax: +1 412 237 - 3995

Phone: +971 4 204 50 10

Phone: + 55 31 2125 -1160

Internet: www.sms-siemag.us

Fax: +971 4 204 50 17

Fax: + 55 31 2125 - 1408
Contact:

CHINA

Francisco Ely Morganti
Phone: +55 31 2125-1110

SMS Siemag Technology

Mobile: +55 31 951-0290

(Beijing) Co. Ltd.
18th Floor, Juanshitiandi Tower A
Jia No. 50-1,
Wangjing Xilu, Chaoyang District,

Pittsburgh

Beijing 100102
P.R. China
Contact:
Zhiqiang Li
Phone: + 86(0) 10 59 07 71 67
Fax: +86(0) 10 59 07 71 45

Sao Paulo
Belo Horizonte

Furthermore, the SMS Group is well represented by company offices and branches.
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Essen
Düsseldorf
Mönchengladbach

Hilden
Hilchenbach
Braunau

Zürich
Bilbao

Tarcento
Milan

INDIA

RUSSIA AND FORMER
CIS COUNTRIES

SMS India Pvt. Ltd.
387, Udyog Vihar, Phase II

SMS Siemag AG –

Contact:

Gurgaon 122 016, India

Liaison Office Moscow

Igor Gubanov

Contact:

Hotel Renaissance

Mobile: +7 985 859 8928

Ramesh Ayya

Office 4095

Phone: +91 (0) 124 435-1541

Olympijski Prospekt 18/1

Fax: +91 (0) 124 435-1603

129110 Moskau, Russia
Phone: +7 (0) 495 931-9823
Fax: +7 (0) 495 931-9824

Moscow

Beijing
New Delhi
Shanghai

Dubai
Wuhan

Johannesburg
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Blast furnace No. 1, Hyundai Steel, South Korea.

Ingot casting at Primus® plant.

Castfloor of blast furnace “H”, Tata Steel, India.

Mudgun and drilling machine (TMT).
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ABOUT SMS

Interview
with Georges Rassel,
CEO of Paul Wurth
Question: Mr. Rassel, what are the major benefits of being part
of the SMS group?
Rassel: After pooling our competencies, the SMS group is now
able to service the entire iron and steelmaking process chain,
including hot metal production and the processes upstream of
the blast furnace. We also have a more powerful position in
terms of joint sales efforts and service business.
Q: How do you see your involvement in SAF technology?
Rassel: When it comes to submerged-arc furnaces, we aim for
closer collaboration, because the Paul Wurth Group has many
technologies and strategies to offer.
Q: Such as?
Rassel: In the past, TMT, the joint company Paul Wurth established with Dango & Dienenthal, already closely cooperated with
the SAF department in tapping technologies. But our solutions in
coal-based calcination using rotary hearth furnace technology and
sinter plants are also interesting technological methods, particularly for FeNi, FeMn, and FeCr plants.
Q: Where do you see additional opportunities?
Rassel: Right now we’re refining and testing our dry slag granulation process at a pilot plant in Dillingen. If we’re successful in
reliably granulating dry slag, this can provide significant energy
savings, in particular for FeNi furnaces.
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APPLICATION FIELDS –
GENERAL
SAF TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Here it’s all about tailor-made solutions for best process
performance. SMS provides a wide range of submerged-arc
furnaces and electric smelters for the ferroalloy, non-ferrous
metal, chemicals and electronics industries.

20
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Application fields

98
Most furnaces operate
at an availability rate of > 98%

Illustration of furnace for First Quantum.

AC-BASED TECHNOLOGY
As much as 99% of smelting technology
uses AC furnaces, either with three or six
inline electrode systems for rectangular
furnaces, or with three electrodes for circular furnaces. This will remain the dominant smelting technology over the coming decades. Furnaces are already installed with a power rating of up to 140
MVA. Furthermore, AC furnaces are wellknown for their dependable and efficient
operation.

Circular ferroalloy furnace.

Illustration of silicon plant in Kazakhstan.
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Patented electrode column for DC-furnaces.

DC-BASED TECHNOLOGY
DC technology is usually applied in certain niche areas (FeCr fines, TiO2 slag production, UG2 smelting, copper, cobalt,
PGM, and recycling technology). Keen to
optimize these systems over recent
years, we developed a next-generation
DC smelter.

DC based ilmenite smelter.

FeCr tap of DC smelter.

Roof area of a DC furnace.
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Application fields

Executive management team with POSCO SNNC award.

CBMM and SMS team standing around the SMS group monument at CBMM.
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The joint development of electric furnace technology with
SMS was the basis for the success of our company.
Mr. Clóvis Sousa/CBMM

EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN
Crucial for our excellent design are our expert personnel, plus a strong R+D department, and advanced engineering tools. All
this makes it possible to calculate complex structural furnace parts and intensive
thermal areas. These are capabilities even
more important for designing large-capacity furnaces.
Furthermore, FEM calculation is an extra
option for minimizing electrical losses
with alternating magnetic fields.
We have received piles of statements

Submission of
design award by
Posco.

from customers who confirm that our designs result in reliable and efficient plants.
That’s because our engineering also ensures long equipment and component
service lives. Some SMS furnaces have
been in operation for more than 40 years
– and are still running smoothly.

Commissioning
ceremony at
POSCO SNNC.
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General application areas
We distinguish between four major application areas for
electric smelters and submerged-arc furnaces. See below
for the key facts and figures.

Ferro alloy and silicon industry
n Ferrosilicon and silicon

n Ferronickel, ferromanganese and silicomanganese (LC,
MC, HC), ferrochrome (LC, MC, HC) and silicochrome

n Special alloys such as FeNb, FeV
n CaSi
since 1970: more than 160
Nonferrous metals industry

n Slag cleaning furnaces for Cu, Ni, Pb

n Copper matte and nickel matte settling furnaces
n PGM

since 1970: more than 20
Special applications and pilot / test furnaces
n Titanium oxide slag

n Refractories and minerals
n Calcium carbide

n Tailor made test and pilot furnaces
n Chemical products
since 1970: more than 50
Waste recycling furnaces
n Steel mill waste

n Catalysts and batteries
n Ni-plant waste

n Power and waste incinerator plant flue dust and ashes
n Pig iron
since 1970: more than 10
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70
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
FOR TOP ELECTRIC SMELTER SOLUTIONS

Global market share
in electric smelters of more
than 70% (excl. China)

During recent decades, numerous smelter solutions have been
developed to cope with the specific conditions dictated by various processes. The resulting wide range is shown below.

Overview product portfolio SAF and electric smelter
Basic systems
n AC based or DC-based
n Open design, semi-closed or
closed design
Furnace shell types
Flat/dished bottom
Cylindrical/conical/rectangular
Stationary/rotating
Changeable/tiltable

n
n
n
n

Rectangular AC-furnace for FeNi-production.

Electrode systems
n Pre-baked/graphite or self baking
n Composite system
n Hollow electrode system
n Soederberg

Charging systems
n Hot/cold solid charging
n Hollow electrode charging
n Liquid charging (launder)

Furnace roof types

n Water cooled roofs (steel of copper)
n Brick roof/cast roof (optional air cooling)
n Flat/arched shape

Circular DC-furnace for FeCr production.

Rectangular AC-furnace for Cu-slag.
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TECHNOLOGICAL
HIGHLIGHTS
It’s down to our wide range of products
that we can supply complete processing
lines, starting with raw material charging
and continuing right through to dispatch
of the finished products for the metals industry.

BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Usually, smelters come in the form of
open or closed furnaces. This is very
much a question of the raw materials
available, the process chosen, and local
environmental regulations. Depending on
the process and capacity, operators use
rectangular or circular furnaces.

Copper pressure ring.
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Pressure ring.

PORTFOLIO & TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRODE COLUMNS

Exclusively developed by SMS is an innovative copper pressure ring for the lower

SMS electrode columns are famous for

part of the electrode. It reduces the elec-

their reliable and efficient performance in

trical losses and allows very quick access

all submerged-arc furnace applications.

to the contact clamps. These copper

Yet we never rest on our laurels, con-

pressure rings are installed in numerous

stantly optimizing our equipment. Today’s

furnaces all over the world.

generation of electrode columns ensures
safe, maintenance-friendly operation with

Moreover, we reduced the overall plant

minimized energy consumption, and rep-

length by several meters to minimize the

resents the most modern electrode sys-

risk of electrode breakages and cut costs

tem on the market. What’s important

for civil engineering and buildings.

here is that different processes require
specific solutions.

There is strong demand for composite

Electrode column workshop.

electrodes in the silicon sector. These
Our slipping device ensures very accurate

components slash electrode costs and al-

operation without electrode breakages.

low the installation of large silicon fur-

Critical here is the exposure of the lower

naces with capacities of up to 40 MW.

system to the harsh furnace environ-

Not only ideal for new plants, the units

ment. Depending on the process, we use

can also be retrofitted to convert conven-

various lower electrode-column parts.

tional electrode columns based on pre-

SMS also supplies copper pressure rings,

baked electrodes.

which save energy by reducing electricity
losses.

Electrode column interior.

Copper pressure ring.

Composite electrode.
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Sidewall copper cooling system.

SIDEWALL COOLING
SYSTEMS
Depending on the process, the choice of sidewall cooling system can have a significant effect on the plant lifetime. Our inherently safe solutions work with a minimum of required heat extraction, saving energy. Plus they are suitable for circular as well
as rectangular furnaces.

The following options are available:
n Rinse cooling/water film cooling
n Spray cooling

n Chamber cooling
n Channel cooling

n Cu-plate cooling

n Tailor-made cooling elements (fingers) for locally
stressed areas

n Water-cooled tap-holes
Especially when the process requires higher cooling rates, SMS
copper cooling is ideal. In terms of safety, heat removal rate,
commissioning, and energy consumption, this system is by far
superior to the copper cooling systems supplied by the competition.
Included among the key features are:

n Cooling outside the shell (no water within the refractory
lining)

n Optimized thermal conductivity right from the start, resulting
in outstanding service life

n Minimized wear on the refractory lining due to formation
of a freeze line

n Cooling elements an integral part of the refractory lining,
so no connection with the vessel wall

n Heat extraction of up to 250 kW/m2

Sidewall copper cooling.
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Water-cooled copper roof after several years of operation.

ROOF/HOOD COOLING
SMS supplies various roof cooling options. Deciding which one is
right largely depends on the maximum temperatures that occur
as well as on the process type.
n Water-cooled steel roof with channel cooling
n Water roof with copper panels

n Air-cooled steel or refractory roof
We specially designed our copper-cooled roof for furnaces
with ultra-high temperatures in the free board of the furnace
(> 1000 °C) as well as extreme off-gas composition.
Air-cooled furnace roof.

Also in the SMS program is an air-cooled roof for moderate heat
stress in this area, which has been successfully in operation for
years.

Roof section of a DC furnace.

Brick-type roof of a FeNi furnace.
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RELIABLE, FAILSAFE
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
There are many advantages to our failsafe
hydraulic systems. They provide smooth
and reliable furnace operation and allow
quick movements even of heavy electrode columns. All hydraulically operated
components, such as electrode columns,
furnace doors, charging chute gates, and
stack closures are supplied by one central
hydraulic pressure-generating unit. Not
only failsafe, the system is also maintenance friendly.

Hydraulic pump station.

Hydraulic piston accumulator station.
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Hydraulic pump station.

PORTFOLIO & TECHNOLOGY

CLAY GUNS AND
DRILLING MACHINES
Paul Wurth recommends and applies
world-class tapping technology from its
affiliated company TMT – Tapping Measuring Technology, a joint company of
Dango & Dienenthal and Paul Wurth.
Strengthened by the inherited know-how
and references, TMT has successfully extended its market position over the last
10 years.
These machines feature in almost all
modern electric smelters for opening and
closing the metal and/or slag tap hole as
well as in a majority of blast furnaces.
They guarantee high performance plus
safe and quick tapping, and contribute to
a long lifetime of the furnace taphole.
Additionally included in the TMT product
range are machines with special functions, such as rodding devices or cleaning
equipment geared to specific furnace
operations.

TMT tapping machine.
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STOKING MACHINES
Mobile or rail-bound stoking and charging machines are ideal for
stoking, distributing, mixing, and charging raw materials, as well
as breaking up slag bridges and puncture-opening gas caverns.
All this boosts furnace efficiency and maximizes output.
What distinguishes mobile machines is their suitability for flexible
use in limited working spaces. Compact design, optimal component quality, powerful drives, and minimized maintenance ensure the top performance of this type of machine throughout the
furnace lifetime. Then there are safety features such as special
insulation, impact-proof cabs, as well as insulation against shocks
from furnace electrodes that provide maximum operator protection and comfort.
Specific to rail-bound machines are systematic, fully automated
furnace tending, and support for optimized, repeatable smelting
processes. Chief among the benefits of automated stoking are
energy saving, increased furnace output, and prevention of material damage or personal injuries.

Automated stoking machine.

Manual stoking machine.

Stoking machine in operation.
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MINI SAF
Named Mini SAF for short, the mini submerged-arc furnace is a
less complex version of a small-capacity smelter (< 12 MVA). It
was developed to create the lowest possible cost unit. Charging
is manual, the electrode column is simplified, and the unit does
not require a hydraulic system.
Furthermore, the compact design makes civil engineering and
building construction for the project much cheaper. It’s important
to know that the Mini SAF meets all international safety and
environmental standards. These units can produce silicon, FeSi,
FeMn, SiMn, and FeCr. The SMS Mini SAF is aimed at smaller
companies in developing countries.

Low cost slipping device for Mini SAF.

Illustration of Mini SAF.

Illustration of Mini SAF.
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PELLETIZING AND
SINTERING PLANTS

Illustration of a pelletizing and sintering plant.

Operating in South Africa, Metix supplied
its last five sinter plants to the country in
cooperation with Outotec. The latest
went online at the end of 2012 as part of
the Xstrata-Merafe Tswelopele project.
Included in Tswelopele was a 600,000
tpa pelletizing and sintering plant that was
executed on an EPC basis. As early as the
first week of October 2012, the plant produced its first sintered pellets, and it
passed the contractual performance tests
within two months of startup. A total of
1,750,000

accident-free

construction

hours went into the project. Merafe has
announced on-schedule and on-budget
completion, making this yet another success for the largest FeCr producer in
South Africa. The plant produces record
tonnages.

Pelletizing and sintering plant.
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DOWNSTREAM EQUIPMENT
AND AUXILIARIES
SMS also supplies a wide product range
downstream of the SAF. Available here is
innovative equipment for solidification,
refining, and metal/matte/slag handling.
n Slag granulation (static or dynamic as
well as wet and dry)

n Metal granulation systems

n Hot metal charging systems to EAF
and converter

n Pig casting machines

n Casting wheels and eco-casting
n Metal/alloy handling equipment
n Metal refining equipment

- Ladle refining equipment
- Ladle arc reheating station
- Tilting stations
- Skimming stations
- Injection stations
- Top blown converters
- AOD converters
- Vacuum AOD converters with

Refining station for FeSi and silicon.

CO2 purging
- Deslagging stations
- Chemical heating furnaces
n Cooling water plants

n Heat recovery systems

TBRC converter for copper production.

Tapping of vacuum AOD.
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ROTARY HEARTH FURNACES
Rotary hearth furnaces (RHF) are applied in many pyro-metallurgi-

and cause process-related drawbacks. Depending on the appli-

cal processes to preheat, chemically pre-reduce, or calcine the

cation, the coal-based direct reduction process within a rotary

charging material fed into the electric smelters. This pre-treat-

hearth furnace is an attractive solution for the production of pig

ment has the major advantage of enabling significant savings in

iron and ferroalloys.

operation costs, in particular by reducing electrical energy consumption. Furthermore, the unit removes undesired compo-

RHFs are suitable for a wide range of metal-bearing materials,

nents such as lead and zinc which can enter the smelting stage

from iron ore to steel mill residues, nickel, and chrome ore that
can utilize several carbon-bearing reductants ranging from coal to
coke breeze.
Extensive research and testing went into analyzing and optimizing this technology for processing a wide range of metal-bearing
residues and ores.

RHF, RedIron™ Plant, Lucchini Piombino, Italy.

RedIron™ Plant, Lucchini Piombino, Italy.
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INBA® Pb-slag granulation.

Metal granulation storage area.

SLAG GRANULATION

METAL GRANULATION

Paul Wurth is the leading supplier of slag granulation systems.

Impact disc granulation is Paul Wurth’s new solidification

Recognized as a best available technology, fully automated wet

process for producing easy-to-handle and easy-to-melt metal

granulation with INBA de-watering followed by steam condensa-

granulate. It’s perfect for FeNi production lines and other nonfer-

tion ensures reliable, flexible slag handling and production of slag

rous or ferroalloy industries. The properties of the solidified prod-

sand.

uct allow re-melting or chemical processing with minimized fines
generation and losses.

Right now, we are developing an innovative dry slag granulation
system. The aim is to combine the product quality from wet
granulation with the recovery of substantial quantities of energy

PIG CASTING MACHINES

from the liquid slag. Meanwhile, we have successfully completed industrial scale testing in a pilot plant in Germany.

Pig casting is the traditional way of solidifying hot metal produced
in blast furnaces. Similar units are used to convert ferroalloys into
pigs. Our systems produce pig formats according to customer
specifications. To meet environmental standards, we equip our
casters with effective dedusting systems.

Pig casting machine.

Impact disk granulation.
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DRY SLAG GRANULATION
Newly launched on the market is the “dry slag
granulation” process co-created by SMS and
Paul Wurth. This technology will revolutionize
the energy balance from processes that generate huge quantities of slag. It gives plant operators the choice: instead of losing energy,
they can recover it. As much as 20% of the
energy used in FeNi production can be saved.
A test and demonstration plant is currently in
operation at one of the Dillinger Hütte/Rogesa
blast furnaces in Germany.
Here’s how it works: steel spheres are injected into the liquid slag stream for immediate
solidification. The sensible heat from the hot
mix is recovered in the form of hot air at a
temperature of up to 600 °C for further energetic application. Then, after the energy recovery, the steel spheres are separated from the
slag and returned to the injection area.
Dry slag granulation (Dillingen) Pilot plant startup.

Dry slag granulation (Dillingen) Pilot plant.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
SMS offers a full range of energy and environmental technologies. This includes
innovations in energy recovery systems,
water treatment, air pollution control, byproducts and recycling technologies, as
well as energy management services.
The label the SMS group gives to these
solutions that combine sustainability and
economic operation is ecoplants.

Gas cleaning plant
of Sakura.

WATER TREATMENT
Water supply and treatment systems
from SMS Siemag benefit from more
than 100 years of experience in metallurgical plant and rolling mill engineering.
That’s how long we have been an expert
supplier of water supply and treatment
systems, with services extending from
planning and design to supply and commissioning. This guarantees high quality
and

problem-free

project

handling

throughout production. SMS Siemag
manufactures all the process-relevant
plant components. The technology is
based on a know-how that ensures the
optimized and reliable integration of water supply and treatment systems into a
production process saving both energy
and water.

Tailor-made and cost efficiently solutions.
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GAS CLEANING
n Efficient secondary dedusting

Air pollution control
Our dedusting department focuses on

concept for a cleaner working

making our plants eco-friendly and keep-

environment and overall reduction

ing your workplaces clean. It draws on in-

in plant pollution

n Energy recovery system for electricity

depth experience of our entire product
portfolio, including dedusting and gas

generation or steam production

Gas cleaning plant.

n Process gas recovery

cleaning systems for submerged-arc furnaces, electric-arc furnaces, BOF, and
other equipment used in the steel industry. SMS supplies dry and wet-cleaning
systems as well as electric filter stations
for primary dedusting. To date, we have
been involved in the construction of more
than 35 gas cleaning plants for submerged-arc furnaces.
n Innovative primary dedusting systems
(based on bag house, electric filter
and wet systems such as disintegrators and scrubbers)

Gas cleaning plant.

General overview: components for SAF gas cleaning

Innovation
safety feature:
Controlled
combustion

Open furnaces and closed furnaces with post combustion
gas cooling
n
n
n
n
n

Hairpin cooler
Forced-draft cooler
Dilution air
Water cooled duct
Boiler system

gas cleaning
n Pulse-jet bag filter
n Reverse air bag filter
n ESP (with conditioning)

gas recovery
n Waste heat boiler
system

Closed furnaces without post combustion
gas cooling

n
n
n
n
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Goose neck
Water cooled duct
Quench
Gas conditioning tower

gas cleaning

n Venturi scrubber
n ESP (dry, wet)

gas recovery

n Gas collecting
(gas holder) flares,
gas handling
n Boiler system
(co-generation)
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GAS CLEANING
TECHNOLOGIES
There is a growing emphasis on ecofriendly technology worldwide. Responding to this trend, we supply overall primary and secondary gas cleaning solutions
that protect the environment and keep
workplaces clean.
We supply:

n Dry cleaning systems

n Wet cleaning solutions

n Electrostatic precipitators (ESP)

n Hybrid systems (combination of
wet cleaning and ESP)
The hybrid system is especially suitable
for plant upgrades. This involves connecting the existing scrubbers with an ESP to
minimize the dust content in the clean
gas. Currently we are installing a system
of this type for Rainbow Minerals.

Gas cleaning plant.

Principles of dust separation
n Bag filter
- pulse-jet or reverse air
- suction- or pressure-type

n ESP
- dry or wet system

n Wet scrubber
- venturi (one- or two-stage)
- desintegrator
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ECO-CASTING

ENERGY SAVING OPTIONS

It’s about eco-friendly casting for ferroal-

Global warming, stricter limits on CO2

loys and silicon involving a tilting stand

emissions, and rising prices for energy

that casts the metal into casting frames.

and raw materials all make greener, ener-

The casting is enclosed in a dog house

gy-efficient production a must. What fol-

similar to those used in steel making con-

lows is legislation regulating energy con-

verters. That significantly reduces emis-

sumption and emissions, which will in-

sions from the process.

creasingly dictate the technical layout of
projects. This means, for plant owners,
environmental protection is no longer just
a social responsibility, but a sustainably
profitable investment, because new technology pays off. As the market leader in
this field, SMS offers innovative solutions
for all the relevant processes.

Illustration of the eco-casting technology.
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GENERAL ENERGY SAVING
OPTIONS
Forming an essential part of the production chain are electric smelters, especially
used for producing ferroalloy, silicon and

25

n increased electrical efficiency with
the intelligent design and application
of components

nonferrous metals such as copper and

n minimized furnace heat losses with

PGM. Yet most of these electric furnaces

balanced cooling/refractory systems

are extremely energy-intensive units.

n reduced number of process steps

It’s usually the process applied that deter-

n improved processes resulting in

Up to 25% of the sensible heat
and chemical content of the
off-gas can be recovered as
electrical power

(such as elimination of agglomeration)

mines the level of electricity consump-

higher metal yield and higher recovery

tion. SMS has developed several ways of

rates

reducing the overall electrical energy consumption of metal production lines. Particularly effective are the following approaches:

n enlarged furnace capacity to lower
relative heat losses

n maximized power-on time

n optimized calcine and pre-reduction
stages (e.g. for the FeNi smelters)

Types of SAF processes for potential energy recovery systems
Open furnace design
AC type

Closed furnace design
n No post combustion
AC type
n Low off gas volume
n Combustible gases included
(CO, H , CH , etc.)
n High dust load
n higher dust load
(80-200 g/Nm³)
(70-100 g/Nm³)
n high temperatures
n variable temperatures
(up to 1,800 °C)
(300 -1,000 °C)

DC type

n
n
n
n

full combustion
high off gas volume
low dust content (8-12 g/Nm³)
Off-gas temperature appr. 600 °C

2

4

Sensible heat

Sensible heat / Chemical heat

SMS Siemag
Waste Heat Boiler

SMS Siemag
Process Gas Boiler
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Energy recovery system for silicon plant.

Energy recovery systems
for open furnaces

for closed furnaces

n Fully combustion in open type electric smelters
n Continuous SAF process allows the generation of
superheated steam in the Waste Heat Boiler
n New furnace door design to control the inlet air flow
and thus the off-gas temperature (average 600 °C)
n Currently energy recovery systems for two FeCr-SAF
of ETI KROM in Turkey are under construction, up to
11% of input energy is recovered
n In some silicon and FeSi processes up to 25% of the
input electric power can be recovered

n No post-combustion in closed type electric smelters:
generation of combustible process gas
n Process gas can be used after treatment
(wet Scrubber) in a Process Gas Boiler to
generate superheated steam
n A part of the sensible heat can be used to heat up e.g.
feedwater
n Use of superheated steam to generate electrical energy
or as process steam for different applications
n Possibility to sell electrical energy or process steam

Furnace with doors for off-gas temperature control.
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Process gas boiler.
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20
In some processes,
up to 20% of the sensible heat
of the slag can be recovered
as electrical power

ENERGY ADVISOR
New on the scene is the SMS energy advisor. It’s a control tool,
monitoring all consumption figures of an entire plant and highlighting options for potential energy savings.

DRY SLAG GRANULATION COMBINED WITH
ENERGY-RECOVERY CHECK
The innovative SMS dry slag granulation system is set to revolutionize energy recovery from processes that generate huge slag
quantities. Most impressively, dry slag granulation can save up to
20% of the energy used for the production of FeNi. The system
is currently undergoing tests in one of the blast furnaces at
Dillinger Steel in Germany. Put simply, the method involves injecting cold steel balls into the slag stream. The hot frozen slag
cake has a high thermal conductivity, enabling a heat exchanger
to heat air up to 600 °C. Finally, the steel balls are recycled and
fed back into the slag.

Photos of the dry
slag granulation
plant in Germany.
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Illustration of a vacuum AOD process.

Tap

Transp

(Deslag)

CH-deC/P

Oxidising Refining

Multi stage FeNi-refining process.
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SMS REFINING CAPABILITIES
FOR FeNi
SMS supplies technologies for ferroalloy
refining, with a focus on FeNi. Worth not-

Here is the range of converters available:

n Conventional BOF converters for FeNi
n AOD converters for the production of
MC FeMn and MC FeCr

n X-Melt AOD vacuum converters

ing here are major references for FeNi
refining, such as Pacific Metals, Falcon-

SMS has developed a new technology of

bridge Dominicana, Cerro Matoso, and

CO2-blowing in an X-Melt AOD vacuum

Koniambo. These are all ladle furnace so-

converter for MC FeCr < 1.0% C. The

lutions with auxiliary equipment (slag

process has already proven viable in in-

rake, oxygen blowing).

dustrial-scale application. This technology
significantly lowers operation costs and

Also included in the product portfolio are

the need for expensive cooling materials.

chemical heating stations, slag rakes, la-

Particularly impressive, the Cr yield

dle furnaces, and ladle cars with electro-

achieved is above 95.5%.

magnetic stirring.
Another option is refining the FeNi in a
conventional converter. This was the so-

SMS REFINING CAPABILITIES
FOR NONFERROUS METALS

lution Greek company Larco chose.
Another SMS strength is secondary metallurgical treatment for the nonferrous in-

REFINING TECHNOLOGY
FOR FeCr AND FeMn

dustry. All types of chemical heating stations and refining based on converter
technology, e.g. Kaldo (TBRC), are avail-

SMS can proudly look back on a long his-

able from our group.

tory of converter technology. There are
reference lists that specify more than
200 converters supplied over the last
60 years. During this time, SMS has constantly improved the process and the
technology. Today, converters with fluid
flow optimized by CFD models, as well as
detailed parameter studies covering vessel geometry, stirring rate, number and diameter of pouring plugs are state-of-theart design by SMS.

Illustration of an AOD converter.
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Material handling
systems
SMS is an expert in material handling systems. These
solutions cover everything “from the road to the furnace”
as well as “from the furnace to the road”.

There is a wide range of products and services available from SMS, ranging from equipment supply through engineering services to logistics simulations and feasibility studies.
All our solutions are equipped with state-of-the-art condition monitoring and automation
systems. What’s more, we design every facility to meet the individual needs of our customers. Our knowledge is based on profound expertise and a large number of references. We break this expertise down into the following divisions:

Raw material and product handling are key
factors in an efficient smelter plant.
Dr. Christoph Stephany, SMS group

Material handling system for a SAF.
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Product handling system for a SAF.

RAW MATERIALS HANDLING

SAF products.

FERROUS PRODUCTS
HANDLING

It’s vital that the raw materials are han-

BYPRODUCTS HANDLING
Smelting generates the byproducts slag,

dled, treated, and conditioned in a way

Most applications involve casting SAF

dusts, and slurries consisting of metal

that achieves optimum furnace operation.

melt into solid blocks. Then these blocks

fractions and mineral phases. Further-

need further treatment to meet customer

more, these byproducts contain sensible

This is where SMS offers a wide variety

requirements for products such as bulk or

and latent heat.

of systems. Customers can choose from

powder material of defined sizes.

This is significant because the metal con-

various setups for all the required facilities, for example:

n Unloading stations for trucks, trains,

tent is a valuable surplus production
SMS offers a range of systems for condi-

source, while the mineral content can of-

tioning cast products:

ten be conditioned for the construction

and ships

n Crushing, grinding, and milling stations

claimer systems

n Blending, grain spectrum confection-

ing, sorting, screening, drying, ag-

n Agglomeration and densification

n Stock yard systems, e.g. stacker-ren Material preparation, such as washglomeration, and separation

n (Day) Storage systems

n Highly accurate batch or continuous
composition of burden mix

n Conveying systems for all facilities

n Sorting, screening, and sizing systems
ing, and portioning facilities
facilities

n Packing facilities, e.g. for big bags,
plastic bags, cardboard cartons

n Loading systems for dump trucks, silo
trucks, train wagons, and sea contain

market (concrete filler, aggregates, gravel). To ensure optimum exploitation,
byproducts need special treatment.
Sometimes material-related environmental aspects are also important.
SMS offers expertise and systems for
byproduct conditioning and cleaning, as
well as for evaluating their marketability.
Our solutions are customer-centered and
focus on maximum value generation from
low-cost recycling.

Byproducts flow sheet.
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Process definition and
metallurgical competencies
The past decade has seen some 60 different products
processed with SAF technology for the ferroalloy, nonferrous
metals, iron-making, and special applications industries.
Each process requires extensive and
in-depth process know-how. You benefit from the expertise of our metallurgical department, which provides a solid
basis for efficient design as well as safe
and reliable operation of your applications.
We also cooperate closely with a large
number of plant operators and renowned
institutes worldwide. What has emerged
over decades of development in this field
is a metallurgical model founded on practical and scientific data. Our in-house software for complex metallurgical evaluation

Commissioning of a furnace.

combined with our experienced employees provides our customers with reliable
and achievable figures.
Working hand-in-hand with the metallurgical department, our experts define the
right processes and furnace dimensions.
This results in the perfect solution for the
specific metallurgical requirements every
time. Intelligent dimensioning maximizes
yield, while keeping energy consumption

Electrode preparation.

down.

Commissioning of a calcium carbide furnace.
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PLANT DATA: FROM DATA
TO INFORMATION

60

As furnaces get larger and loads higher,
both the equipment and the process become more complex to monitor. Collecting and processing enough data without
swamping the operators with irrelevant

Electric smelters can produce
some 60 different types of
metals and slags

information is a constant priority of SMS
engineers.
Only if the right instrumentation is envisaged from the start and the data is displayed and collected in a structured manner can both operators and managers use
this information to their advantage.
There is a strong focus at SMS on optimizing the whole chain from data collection to display. This is only possible when
our experts get together with the customer’s staff at an early stage to design
the optimal solution.
Equally usefully, SMS can apply its experience to support customers who want to
upgrade their existing system. What they
get is smooth operation achieved by
translating raw data into information.

DATA ACQUISITION &
EVALUATION
Also available from SMS are very fineresolution data collection systems. Customers can then process this data using
proprietary software, for example from
Microsoft. This is possible with on-site
staff, if necessary aided by SMS Siemag
personnel. Another option SMS Siemag
offers is online support. All it takes is to
allow SMS temporary access to the customer’s data, then our experts in Germany evaluate the available data and propose solutions.

Data archive system.
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Electric and automation systems
for submerged-arc furnaces
and electric smelters
HOLISTIC SYSTEM
COMPETENCE

X-PACT® ELECTRIC AND
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

SMS supplies professionally integrated
hardware solutions for the electrical and
automation requirements of all product

Modern metallurgical plants from SMS

SMS electrics and automation systems

sectors. They comprise the engineering

are highly efficient and meet today’s ever-

are grouped together under the brand

and implementation of automation sys-

increasing end-product quality require-

name X-Pact . That covers all process

tems and safety engineering. Looking at

ments. Crucial for this are harmonized

levels.

the whole plant, this involves planning the

®

system components. These are a given

layout, including electrical and operation

with SMS, because we supply complete

X-Pact® is a modular system and can be

rooms, complete PLC hardware and soft-

solutions, including overall engineering,

adapted or expanded to suit your particu-

ware engineering, as well as erection en-

construction, and commissioning from a

lar requirements. Key here is integration

gineering for effective equipment and ca-

single source. Our expertise covers all

of the different levels of electrics and au-

ble installation. Our specialists select field

aspects: processes, mechanics, and

tomation in your plant. This includes all

equipment geared to your process, safe-

electrics and automation.

aspects of modern plant automation,

ty, and standard requirements, individual-

from drive technology and sensors (Level

ly for each application. Well in advance

0), to sequence controls, technological

of delivery, we thoroughly test all SMS-

controls, and process models, right up to

manufactured equipment in our work-

production planning (Level 3).

shops to ensure fault-free installation on
site.
Essential for successful production are effective strategies for production monitor-

Production planning
systems

ing and operation. That means all the in-

Technological process models
Material tracking & data servants
Reporting

must come together in the control room

Technological controls
Sequence controls
Drive controls

formation from the production process
at the customer’s plant.
Our modern HMI system constantly supplies operators with the relevant process
data. The pulpits and their control ele-

Energy distribution
Drives

ments are ergonomically designed and
create a pleasant working atmosphere.
All the desks and screen masks are devised to ensure the operating personnel
have a direct view of the entire production line.
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PLANT AND PROCESS
POWER DISTRIBUTION
It’s important when developing the plant
power supply and distribution systems to
take account of the local public power
grids and the available infrastructure. Essential here is taking into account all possible interactions. SMS Siemag carries
out power supply studies in close cooperation with the customer. This forms the
basis for a reliable plant power supply as
well as for the related equipment design.
SMS designs, engineers, and supplies
the entire process power equipment for
all types of AC and DC furnaces. Depending on the application, this may include

Modern control room.

the complete high voltage sub-station for
power intake and distribution. Medium
and low voltage switchgears, as well as
the entire low voltage equipment are also
integral parts of the SMS supply portfolio.
There is a special emphasis on power factor compensation systems. SMS supplies
the entire range of such systems, including standard fixed compensation banks or
the powerful static VAR compensation.
Sometimes customers have to use an
“island solution” (remote area without
electrical grid) for the power supply. Especially for this kind of application, we developed an active power compensation system which protects the power plant from
strong load losses and simultaneously
stabilizes the entire power supply system.

Power distribution room.
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AUTOMATION HIGHLIGHTS
SAF HD MONITORING

SAF PROCESS MONITORING

ports are automatically generated from
this data and made available on all produc-

SAF plant management has to tackle mul-

tion and management levels. The report-

SMS has developed a high-definition tem-

tiple challenges: worldwide demands for

ing form can be customized as required.

perature monitoring system that can be

CO2 reductions, the need to save energy,

implemented in almost all submerged-arc

fluctuating raw material prices, and the

Our strategy also implements modern

furnaces.

entry of new countries onto the market

technologies such as wireless and inter-

and into global competition. To stay in

net communication. That enables the dis-

The monitoring model works using tem-

control within this environment, it’s no

play of useful maintenance information

perature measurements based on fiber

longer enough to rely on empirical values

on portable tablets, so staff can check the

optic technology. Due to the fiber optic

for SAF operation. Also vital today is pre-

operation and reaction of specific equip-

technology, it’s possible to install several

cise knowledge and transparency regard-

ment directly on site.

layers of temperature measurement

ing the processes and interrelations of

points every 0.5 to 1.0 meters around the

SAF plants.

furnace shell, totaling hundreds of mea-

An additional web-based, user-authorized
reporting system can also be implement-

surement points. The result is accurate

This knowledge forms the basis of our

ed. This allows management to receive

thermo-mapping of the furnace shell, in

SAF reporting system which provides key

current plant information displayed on

real time.

information for profitable operation.

mobile smartphones or tablets.

Applying an additional model and taking

Seamlessly integrated in the overall au-

into account the lining type, the HD mon-

tomation, the SAF reporting system fea-

itoring system delivers reliable informa-

tures interfaces to the laboratory and the

tion on the refractory lining condition, and

production planning system (Level 3).

FURNACE POWER CONTROL
(THYRISTOR CONTROL)
Especially for high-performance FeNi fur-

can determine fine structures such as the
presence of the frozen slag layer in fur-

What happens here is that the SAF re-

naces, it’s vital to be able to control the

naces operated with a “freeze-lining”.

porting system logs the consumption fig-

process power in the high-power range

ures for raw materials, energy, and utili-

without disturbing the reduction process.

ties as well as the end product. The re-

The classic way of controlling the power
is to move the electrodes up and down to
modify the process parameters (impedance, voltage, current).
Determined to eliminate the stresses
generated by these electrode movements, SMS patented a special furnace
power control based on thyristor systems. That minimizes electrode movements to an almost steady status. The active power transferred to the process is
stable and controlled fully automatically,
even in the higher furnace design range.

Typical lining temperature measurement.
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Integration test.

The system works under a strong maximum current limitation, providing effec-

FASTER COMMISSIONING
WITH PLUG & WORK

AFTER SALES SERVICE
Specifically for X-Pact® electrics and au-

tive equipment and network protection
against overloads. That in turn extends

Here is what you get from Plug & Work,

tomation customers, the SMS internet

the operating equipment lifetime. Yet the

our program that starts even before com-

service portal offers rapid troubleshooting

elimination of the high dynamic move-

missioning: Our Electrical and Automation

support. Even during commissioning, we

ments of the massive electrodes comes

Systems Division performs extensive in-

set up a service portal to assist with any

with even more benefits. These are re-

tegration tests on your system, and also

hitches. Via this portal, worldwide SMS-

duced requirements for the hydraulic sys-

instructs your personnel on how to oper-

authorized experts access the plant’s au-

tem as well as less stress on the furnace

ate it. Next in line are careful checks in

tomation system for immediate remote

building structure.

the SMS test fields – long before installa-

diagnosis and maintenance.

tion at your facility. There, we test and opThe furnace power control system works

timize the automation system under near-

Additionally, we provide a wide range of
after sales services:

in combination with an SVC system that

reality conditions, using a simulation mod-

compensates all disturbances produced

el that maps and simulates the entire me-

by the highly dynamic variation of the re-

chanics, drive technology, and process.

active power, harmonic distortions, and

It’s an added advantage that your future

voltage variations. This combination im-

operators are trained by SMS employees

proves the power supply quality, with a

on the original plant equipment.

n Spare parts service

n Updates / Upgrades

n Service entry point with 24/7 service
hotline

n Training and consulting

positive impact on the average and total
active power directly transferred to the

Running through a virtual production

process.

process, your personnel learn the functions of the plant and how to react in

The system has already proven its effec-

close-to-reality operating situations. As a

tiveness in numerous plants supplied by

result, Plug & Work ensures a rapid run-

SMS.

up of your plant.
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PROJECTS
& REFERENCES
The following chapters describe our latest references
in the field of ferroalloys, nonferrous metals, special
applications, and hot metal. The references are the
basis for a successful smelter operation.
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FeNi production

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY FOR FeNi PRODUCTION
Ferronickel is mainly produced in submerged-arc furnaces by reducing nickel ores. The
process aims to transfer most of the nickel into the metal phase. Attaining a high yield
depends on good carbon distribution and a specific slag metallurgy. Pre-heated and
pre-reduced ores are hot charged (at temperatures of up to 900 °C) into the furnace.
The final nickel reduction takes place in the submerged-arc furnace. Ferronickel furnaces
are semi-open stationary-type furnaces. Usually, round furnaces are used for smaller
and medium quantities, whereas large capacities are produced in rectangular furnaces.
Ferronickel specification:
FeNi 15 – 35% Ni

FeNi tap.
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RECTANGULAR FURNACES:
SUPERIOR SMELTERS FOR LARGE-CAPACITY
FeNi-PRODUCTION
Most ferroalloys are produced by pyrometallurgical smelting in
submerged-arc furnaces. Advanced high-power smelting units
have made submerged-arc furnaces highly competitive for ferroalloys. Meanwhile, over the past decade, SMS has introduced
a series of improvements. They ensure efficient and safe operation of large-scale FeNi furnaces.

118
ferroalloy references
from 1970 to today

Our plants feature:

n Higher recovery rates with rectangular furnace technology

n Higher specific power input with advanced sidewall cooling
systems

n Process optimization as a result of intensive FEM modeling
n Advanced process simulation tools for improved training
options

Related developments followed, such as various sidewall cool-

n New process for faster settling of finely dispersed

ing methods as well as AC thyristor controls that ensure better

matte/metal particles

operation, higher and more efficient power input, and less overall maintenance.

SMS smelters are fed either with lateritic based calcine (e.g. at
POSCO SNNC/Korea, Eramet/New Caledonia, Barro Alto/Brazil

The market also demands smelters with maximum capacity.

or MOP/Brazil), or with limonitic based calcine (e.g. at Feni Indus-

Here are further advantages of rectangular smelter technology:

tries in Macedonia and Larco in Greece).

n Most effective dedusting solutions at lower specific
investment

n Higher energy efficiency

n Safer and cleaner working conditions

n Less requirement for spare parts and less wear on
critical parts

n Less maintenance, therefore higher furnace availability
(up to >98%)

n Lower personnel costs

n Generally much lower production and investment costs
n Compliance with high environmental standards

During recent years, SMS has focused on different ways of improving the efficiency of its smelter portfolio. Due to high global
metal prices, one of the most important factors driving plant efficiency is the level of recovery rates at high plant availability.

Tapping of FeNi.
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Cooperation with SMS is very professional
and we are satisfied with the performance
and reliability of the furnaces.
Jean Yves Blandin/Eramet

SLN ERAMET, NEW CALEDONIA
In 2006, SMS commissioned the first 99-MVA FeNi furnace for

rectangular furnace is designed to produce up to 35,000 t of nick-

SLN Eramet in New Caledonia (Furnace No. 10), followed later by

el per year.

a second 99-MVA FeNi furnace (Furnace No. 9).
This type of “furnace tuning” is particularly attractive for cusOwing to the success of this revamp, SLN decided to modify

tomers in the ferroalloys sector who want to boost their furnace

Furnace No. 9 in the same way. That more than doubled the ca-

capacities without having to carry out extensive modifications to

pacity of the furnace originally installed by SMS in 1971. This re-

associated facilities such as buildings and foundations. They can

markable increase is due to a special sidewall cooling system

relax, because the sidewall cooling system does not have any

and a higher transformer rating. Eramet was the first customer to

water passages inside the lining, so it is safer than other systems

use the slab copper cooling principle. An impressive sight with its

available on the market.

length of some 35 m and six series-connected electrodes, the

First metal tap at MOP.
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Larco, Greece
Various FeNi furnaces

Posco SNNC, Korea
135 MVA FeNi

FENI Industries, Macedonia
2 x 84 MVA FeNi

Minera Loma de Niquel,
Venezuela
2 x 45 MVA FeNi

Barro Alto (Anglo American)
2 x 114 MVA FeNi

PT Antam, Indonesia
70 MVA FeNi

MOP
2 x 120 MVA FeNi

Votorantim
63 MVA FeNi
Eramet SLN, New Caledonia
3 x 47.5 MVA + 2 x 99 MVA FeNi
(modified)

MOP, BRAZIL
Whether in terms of dimension or trans-

the production rate. To cope with the high

In particular we are very

former rating, these furnaces are the

silica rates contained in the slag, the fur-

satisfied with the process

largest in South America. In 2006, SMS

nace cooling system comprises our

control based on thyristor.

received the contract to supply two fur-

unique patented SMS copper cooling

This system is a new mile-

naces of rectangular design with six in-line

sidewall system in the slag zone, similar

stone for such furnaces.

electrodes of 120 MVA capacity each.

to the one used at SLN in New Caledonia.

Chris Doyle/Vale

It’s also possible to monitor each individWhat makes these furnaces stand out are

ual feeding pile in order to optimize the

the so-called gradators that improve the

melting conditions and increase the melt-

shielded arc operation in order to enhance

ing capacity.

Top view of the MOP plant in Brazil.

MOP plant during construction.
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40
The world’s largest
electric smelter has a sidewall
length of approx. 40 meters

POSCO SNNC, KOREA

largest submerged-arc furnace for FeNi.
POSCO SNNC is a joint venture between

In December 2012, SMS received an or-

the Korean company POSCO and the

der from POSCO SNNC, a global leader in

mining company SMSP, which is based

FeNi production, to deliver the world’s

in New Caledonia. The Ni ore from
SMSP’s mine is shipped to the plant in
Gwangyang, then converted to FeNi.
POSCO SNNC aims to boost the plant’s
annual capacity to 54,000 tons of Ni. To do
this, POSCO SNNC is increasing the capacity of the New Caledonian mine as well
as expanding the FeNi plant. This requires
new units including an additional kiln for
the production of calcine and a second
submerged-arc furnace. The power rating
of the rectangular FeNi smelter is 135
MVA, resulting in a total nominal power input of 100 MW. Such a large-capacity furnace comes with impressive dimensions
of 40 x 15 x 8.5 m, which represents the

Illustration of the 135 MVA furnace at POSCO SNNC.

world’s largest electric smelter.
SMS Siemag is proud to work with such
a high-reputation partner on this project.
Worldwide, POSCO SNNC is well known
for its excellent expertise in FeNi production. Working together and applying the
in-depth know-how and experience of
SMS Siemag in ferroalloy furnaces, the
two companies will create a new milestone in large scale FeNi-production. Numerous innovations are incorporated in
our smelters.
Nevertheless, the overall cooling rate required is moderate, which improves the
thermal efficiency as well as the produc-

Tapping at POSCO SNNC 1.
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tivity of the furnace. The effective binding
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system applied here works with tie rods
in the longitudinal direction and a balconyshaped sidewall system in the transversal
direction. Especially energy-efficient, the
6 inline rectangular FeNi furnaces operate
with SMS electrode columns at top availability.
Furthermore, the furnaces are equipped

Mr. Yoo (PM Posco SNNC), Dr. Degel, and Mr. Lim (VP Posco SNNC).

with vistors that allow flexible furnace operation and maximum production. The

Interview with Mr. Lim

gradators prevent rapid movements of
the electrode column and minimize the
mechanical stresses on the equipment

Question: You are currently commissioning the world’s largest furnace.

and the hydraulic unit. Included in our

How is it going?

supply scope were engineering and su-

Lim: Of course, we were aware of the challenges of operating the world’s largest

pervision services as well as the supply of

furnace. But we were confident because of POSCO SNNC’s highly professional

the complete furnace equipment with the

and hardworking team. The key to success with large furnaces is know-how and

above features, plus the electrics and au-

good staff. At this point, I’d like to thank them.

tomation.
Question: So success mainly depends on internal know-how?
There was reason to celebrate in Novem-

Lim: Exactly. We learned a lot with the first furnace and gained valuable experi-

ber 2014 when the first tapping of the fur-

ence. But you also need the right equipment for a good FeNi production line.

nace took place. The smoothness of the
process underlined POSCO SNNC’s skills

Question: How would you characterize the furnace?

in professional execution. Impressively,

Lim: Crucial with such a vast furnace is constant process monitoring and control.

the project was realized in less than two

The control system makes sure of that.

years and within budget. This is particularly remarkable for FeNi installations. The

Question: What do you think of the performance of the SMS team?

photo on this page shows the first slag

Lim: I would say the teamwork with SMS displayed typical German values:

tap. Soon afterward, in January 2015, the

it was professional, on-time, and reliable.

first metal was tapped, and 100% capacity operation is expected in the second
We are happy with the professional execution by SMS, and

half of 2015.

POSCO SNNC is satisfied with the furnace performance.
This contract exemplifies SMS Siemag’s

The control system works very well, which is important

superior position in FeNi smelters. We

especially during the start up period.

have

supplied

all

large-scale

FeNi

Mr. Lim/POSCO SNNC

smelters of recent years.
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We enjoy a longstanding relationship with
SMS. The furnace equipment always operates
reliably.
Mr. John Gaitanos/Larco

LARCO, GREECE
Right now, Larco is steadily modifying its
older Krupp furnaces for FeNi production.
Since 1999, SMS has carried out numerous improvements. Greek company
Larco is one of Europe’s key ferronickel
producers.

FeNi tapping at Larco.

BARRO ALTO, BRAZIL
SMS delivered two FeNi furnaces to
Anglo-American do Brazil for their Barro
Alto project. The two furnaces of 114
MVA each will supply more than 50,000
tpa of contained nickel.
In principle, the furnace dimensions and
features are similar to those being installed at MOP.

Furnace building at the Barro Alto plant in Brazil.
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PT ANTAM, INDONESIA
SMS is currently supplying the core
equipment for furnace No. 4 at PT Antam’s FeNi plant in Pomalaa, Indonesia.
We are responsible for supplying the
electrode columns, high-current lines, and
the hydraulic unit. According to plans, the
plant will go into operation in the second
half of 2015.

SMS is an important strategic partner
for Antam. Their FeNi know-how and
technology are remarkable.
Mr. Tato Miraza/PT Antam
Electrode column during installation at PT Antam.

PT Antam and SMS during burner-on ceremony at PT Antam.
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FeCr applications including
overall reference situation

SMS SIEMAG
FeCr REFERENCES
n Market leader in SAF technology for
ferroalloy and circular smelters

n (>100 references during the last 40 years)
n 27 references for FeCr smelters
n >90 references for DC furnaces

n >16 references (including conductive
hearth) for special smelters

n Extensive track record of turnkey disciplines
n Plant for Etikrom/Turkey including energy
recovery system

n Four 72 MW furnaces for Kazchrome/
Kazakhstan

n Core equipment for Lion/South Africa

FeCr furnace at Etikrom prior to start up.
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COMPETENCIES IN FeCr
High-carbon ferrochrome features carbon contents of
4-8% and is usually applied in AOD converters for the
production of alloy steel grades. Due to environmental
restrictions, ferrochrome is commonly produced in
closed, stationary furnaces. Medium-carbon chrome
alloys and low-carbon FeCr are produced in combined
process stages. Both products require special slag metallurgy to attain high chrome yields.
Ferrochromium specification
HC FeCr

4 - 10 % C

MC FeCr

0.5 - 4 % C

LC FeCr

< 0.5 / < 0.1 % C

SiCr

20 - 45 % Si

Kazchrome plant during construction.
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Kazchrome, Kazakhstan
4 x 70 MW DC FeCr

Tulcea, Rumania
2 x 33 MVA FeMn, 43 MVA FeCr
2 x 55 MVA FeSi

Jindal Stainless, India
2 x 60 MVA FeCr

Etikrom, Turkey
2 x 30 MVA FeCr

Xstrata Lydenburg, South Africa
32 MVA FeCr
Tata Steel KZN, South Africa
2 x 37 MVA FeCr
Hernic Ferrochrome,
South Africa
78 + 37 MVA FeCr

Xstrata Wonderkop, South Africa
50 MVA FeCr
Xstrata Lion, South Africa
63 MVA FeCr

INNOVATIVE DC TECHNOLOGY
FOR METAL PRODUCTION
SMS is the world’s top-quality supplier of DC furnaces for metal
production. More than 80 steel furnaces and eight smelting furnaces have been installed by SMS. Especially important is that
we hold patents for all bottom-anode systems (such as conductive hearth, billet-type, and pin-type systems). The furnaces of
the next generation utilize a conventional electrode column system (also patented by SMS) that enables the operator to control
and slip the electrode under full power. This significantly increases production levels. Furthermore, an in-house design tool
provides minimized arc deflection, which increases the lifetime

Illustration of DC furnace.

of the lining. The DC technology is applicable in certain niche areas such as FeCr, Co, TiO2, and waste recycling.
Included among the benefits of DC furnaces are:

n Unique in-house know-how to minimize arc deflection
(busbar routing + electrode column)

n Optimized energy consumption due to combined electrode
movement regulator with thyristor ignition controller and
high electrode speed

n Patented reliable long-life electrode column system that
allows slipping and nipping under full power (providing
maximized power-on time)

n Quick-change center-piece device essential for maximum
operating time

n Intelligent feeding arrangement to maximize throughput
and refractory lifetime

Illustration of DC furnace.
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72
72 MW is the power input in
each DC furnace at Kazchrome,
resulting in a production of
110,000 tpy of FeCr per furnace

KAZCHROME
In September 2011, SMS Siemag received an order from
Kazchrome JSC for the engineering and supply of a FeCr plant.
Right now, the complex is under construction at the existing
FeCr plant in Aktobe/Kazakhstan.
SMS is supplying four DC-based smelters with a power input of
72 MW for each furnace. The annual production of the plant
(melt shop No. 4) is approx. 440,000 tons of HC ferrochrome.
One of the world’s leading FeCr producers, Kazchrome is part of
the ENRC group and already operates FeCr plants in the north,
west, and central regions of Kazakhstan.
The first metal was tapped in November 2014. Currently, furnaces
No. 2 and 3 are in the commissioning phase. According to plans,
all four furnaces will go online in 2015. Especially useful is that the

Execution team of Kazchrome.

furnaces can directly process the chrome ore fines. To improve
operation, the system includes DC electrode columns, and the results so far are favorable. One challenge is controlling the typical
high metal and slag temperature levels that result from the
process and put significant stress on the lining and tap holes.

GENERAL APPLICATION OF FeCr
AC TECHNOLOGY
Along with Metix, SMS Siemag played a leading role in the supply of new FeCr furnaces as well as modifying numerous existing
furnaces worldwide. Most of the recent installations were in
South Africa, which has the largest chrome ore deposits known
today.

Tapping at Kazchrome.

JINDAL STAINLESS, INDIA

The plant boasts an annual production capacity of 150,000 t. It
was up to SMS to carry out the basic and detail engineering as

Jindal Strips Ltd awarded SMS a contract in 2006 for the design

well as for the supply of the key equipment. This covered raw

and supply of two semi-closed 60 MVA submerged-arc furnaces

material handling, two submerged-arc furnaces with dedusting

for high-carbon ferrochrome. Included among the raw materials

plants, and engineering for the plant auxiliaries (already prepared

are chromite ore, mainly in the form of briquettes, quartzite, and

for subsequent installation of an energy recovery system). Today,

reductants such as nut coke and Indian coal.

both furnaces operate above their nominal capacity.
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We’re satisfied with the furnace equipment
and the work done by SMS. We hope to start
up the energy recovery system this year,
which is important for the location in Elazig,
where energy prices are high.
Energy recovery system erection.

Robert Yildirim/Eti Krom

ETI KROM
This contract comprises the revamp of the two existing FeCr fur-

site and erection is in progress. Not only responsible for supply

naces of Eti Krom in Elaziğ in Turkey. The new furnaces were

and services, we also carried out the basic and detailed engineer-

connected to a 30 MVA transformer.

ing as well as the delivery of the mechanical and electrical

Included in our scope of supply were the engineering, the fur-

core components for the gas cleaning plant and energy recovery

nace itself, the hydraulic system, the water-cooled hood, and the

system.

electrode columns. The two furnaces are expected to produce
approx. 90,000 tons of H.C. FeCr per annum. The smelters were

What’s special about the energy recovery system is that it uti-

commissioned in 2011 and have operated reliably ever since.

lizes the heat-sensible energy of the off-gas and converts it into

It was also good news that Eti Krom A. Ş. contracted SMS to

super-heated steam. This steam then drives a power generator.

install an energy recovery system connected to the two recently

We calculate that 5 MW will be recovered as electrical power.

installed furnaces. The equipment has already been delivered to

Etikrom plant.

Open-type FeCr furnace.
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INTERNATIONAL FERRO
METALS (IFM)
A major project in this area is the upgrading of two 66 MVA FeCr
furnaces including new water cooled copper delta sections for
the furnace roof, additional charging chutes equipped with solid
copper feed chute tips, and modifications to the four gas cleaning plants. An earlier project we accomplished involved replacement of the entire bottom electrodes with Metix equipment.

IFM 3D illustration.

XSTRATA
A new plant named Lion 2 is being built with two 75 MVA FeCr

Previous projects on Lion 1 included the replacement of the elec-

furnaces based on Xstrata’s PREMUS technology for pre-reduc-

trode columns for the two 63 MVA FeCr furnaces along with sec-

tion. Contracted here was Metix to supply and install complete

ondary power factor correction, resulted in an increase in the

sets of electrode columns 1,600 mm in diameter. The plant was

power input to the furnace.

commissioned in 2013.

Xstrata Lion 2 project during construction.
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Illustration of FeCr furnace for Lion.

LION PHASE 2 PROJECT
Early in the year, Metix commissioned
the first set of 1600 mm furnace electrodes with forged copper pressure rings
and heat shields, followed in July 2014 by
the second set. They were destined for
the Lion ferrochrome complex Phase 2
(Lion II) expansion project in Steelpoort,
Limpopo. This facility is owned by the diversified mining major Glencore and ferrochrome producer Merafe Resources
chrome Joint Venture.

Installation of the equipment for Lion.

Installation of electrode at Lion.
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Hernic F4 78 MVA roof.

HERNIC FERROCHROME
One of the first major projects for Metix consisted of the overall

Furthermore, Metix converted two existing open FeCr furnaces

EPCM services for HFC’s F4PS2 project. This included a 350,000

into closed furnaces by supplying new electrode columns, bus-

tpy sinter plant and a 78 MVA closed FeCr furnace with preheat-

bar systems, and closed roofs with copper roof deltas. Also part

ing. Completed in 2005, the project marked the entry of Metix

of the service and supply package were a new gas cleaning plant

equipment into the SAF market with the supply of full electrodes

and water treatment. The plant was re-commissioned in 2010.

(1,750 mm in diameter) to Africa’s largest FeCr furnace.

Hernic plant at night.
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TATA STEEL
Metix was the EPCM contractor for Tata Steel’s FeCr plant in
Richards Bay, featuring a 300,000 tpa briquetting plant and two
37 MVA furnaces that were commissioned in 2006.

FeCr plant of Tata Steel KZN.
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General application of FeMn
technology including overall
reference situation

Ferro-manganese is usually available on the market as high-carbon
(6-8%C), medium-carbon (1 - 4%C) or low -carbon (<0.4%C) products.
There are also alloys with high Si contents (15 - 20%) known as silicomanganese. High-carbon ferro-manganese and silico-manganese are
produced in open or closed furnaces.

Ferro-manganese specifications

Ferro alloy furnace.
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HC FeMn

6-8%C

MC FeMn

0.5 - 2 % C

LC FeMn

< 0.5 % C

MC SiMn

15 - 25 % Si, 0.5 - 2 % C

LC SiMn

25 - 35 % Si, < 0.5 % C

FeMn furnace.
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Zaporozhye, Ukraine
8 x 7 MVA FeMn/SiMn

Yunnan Metallurgical Group in China
67,5 MVA FeMn/SiMn

S.E.A.S., France
102 MVA FeMn/SiMn

Rainbow Minerals, Malaysia
2 x 81 MVA FeMn/SiMn (turnkey)

Companhia Paulista, Brazil
2 x 18 MVA FeMn/SiMn

Transalloys in South
Africa
48 MVA FeMn/SiMn

BHP Billiton Metalloys, South Africa
81 MVA FeMn/SiMn
Mogale Alloys, South Africa
2 x 20 MVA SiMn

MOGALE ALLOYS
IN KRUGERSDORP
Working for this South African customer,
SMS revamped two SiMn furnaces with
new electrode columns, air cooled roofs,
gas offtakes, bus tubes, and flexible
cables.

Mogale air cooled roof.
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YUNNAN METALLURGICAL GROUP CO LTD
IN CHINA
Metix carried out the basic engineering for a closed 67.5 MVA
SiMn furnace – China’s largest, as well as the detail engineering
for core equipment. We also supplied the electrode column
(1,750 mm in diameter), the copper delta roof, and the refractory
freeze lining. Commissioning took place in 2011.

Forged copper delta roof.
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We have a good professional relationship
with SMS. We aim to commission the plant
in 2015.
Brian Gilgannon/Rainbow Minerals

SAKURA EPC PROJECT
Metix attracted the full engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contract from Sakura Ferroalloys for a project in Eastern Malaysia. Sakura Ferroalloys SDN is a tripartite joint venture
between Assmang Ltd (itself a joint venture between African
Rainbow Minerals Limited and Assore Limited) of South Africa,
Sumitomo of Japan, and Taiwan’s China Steel Corporation. It’s a
big project, consisting of two 81 MVA FeMn/SiMn closed submerged-arc furnaces, gas cleaning, raw material handling, product handling, and associated services, plus infrastructure.
Commissioning of the first furnace is scheduled for the end of
2015.

Illustration of Sakura plant.

Sakura plant during erection.
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General application of silicon
and FeSi including refining options
and general reference situation
GENERAL APPLICATION SILICON AND FeSi
Typically, the ferro-silicon grades produced in a submerged-arc furnace have Si
contents of 15 - 96%. Grades with more than 96% Si are known as silicon. These
applications place extreme demands on the design and material due to the high
energy concentration and the process gas formation involved.

Ferro Silicon Specification:
FeSi

40 – 50 % Si FeSi45

FeSi

72 – 78 % Si FeSi75

FeSi

85 – 96 % Si FeSi90

Silicon plant with energy recovery.
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Becancour Silicon, Canada
1 x 47 MVA FeSi, 2 x 20 MVA Silicon

Mississippi Silicon, USA
2 x 45 MVA Silicon

IMC, USA
1 x 67 MVA FeSi

RW silicium, Germany
24 MVA Silicon

Bjölvefossen, Norway
1 x 36 MVA FeSi, 1 x 24 MVA FeSi, 1 x 13 MVA FeSi
Zunyi, China
2 x 50 MVA FeSi, 1 x 30 MVA FeMn

Evonik, Germany
Solar silicon pilot furnace

Bluestar, China
4 x 30 MVA Silicon
Airco Alloys, USA
1 x 60 MVA FeSi +
1 x 36 MVA FeSi

Northwest, China
2 x 25 MVA FeSi

Asia Cement
2 x 37.5 MVA Silicon
Tulcea, Rumania
2 x 33 MVA FeMn,
43 MVA FeCr 2 x 55 MVA FeSi

Dow Corning/CBCC, Brazil
2 x 30 MVA FeSi +
1 x 19 MVA Silicon

POSCO
2 x 31.5 MVA FeSi/Silicon

Kyrgyz Ferroalloy Plant, Kazakhstan
2 x 45 MVA FeSiAl

CCM, Brazil
4 x 18 MVA Silicon

Basco, Kazakhstan
2 x 30 MVA

Liasa, Brazil
2 x 18 MVA Silicon

IFC, Iran
52 MVA FeSi
IFC, Iran
39 MVA FeSi

Gulf Ferro Alloys Comp. Saudi Arabia
4 x 27 MVA SiMn, FeMn, FeSi, Silicon
BAP Billiton Metallurgy Ltd., South Africa
81 MVA FeMn

Characteristic of these furnaces are en-

The large furnace size requires the appli-

capsulated electrode columns with hy-

cation of a composite electrode.

Simcoa, Pty, Australia
2 x 27 MVA Silicon

BLUESTAR/CHINA
Between 2007 and 2009, two circular fur-

draulic control, contact clamp tightening
operation, and short and low inductive

These are some of the key advantages as

naces with a power rating of 27 MVA and

electrical feeders. Silicon production units

stated by our customers:

two circular furnaces with a power rating

generally utilize prebaked electrodes.
SMS also supplies special composite
electrode systems for silicon production
to reduce operating costs.

n The only supplier of Si-metal plant
with a heat recovery system

n More than 90 references for large-

of China’s key players in the field of silicon production. Right from the start and

since 1970

up to the present day, the furnaces have

n SMS has a solid and sound reputation

has continually optimized its silicon-based

which attracts customers and project

furnaces over the years. The process re-

financing => best reputation for Si-

quires a rotating gear and ideally a 25 - 60

metal furnaces worldwide

MVA transformer. What’s especially para-

n Widely spread network with furnace

mount for safe and reliable operation are

operators, off-takers and consultants

the design and quality of the rotating

provides additional in-depth know-

gear, furnace hood, hood curtain/hood

how

electrode column.

The four furnaces went to Bluestar, one

scale Si-metal and FeSi furnaces

Always looking for improvements, SMS

doors, the furnace proper as well as the

of 30 MVA were commissioned in China.

always worked reliably.

n Overall intelligent logistics design ensures smooth operation without bottlenecks => proven in many plants all
over the world
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The availability and reliability of SMS equipment
is remarkable considering the harsh furnace
condition of the silicon process.
Stefan Bauer/RW Silicium

RW SILICIUM/GERMANY
RW silicium GmbH of Pocking, Germany,
has restarted its silicon SAF after a successful revamp. The aim of the modernization was to equip the furnace for higher
production. Re-commissioning took place
in 2009.
Included in the SMS scope of supply and
services were the layout of the air injection and cooling water system, the planning, design, and supply of three electrode lines, the water-cooled gas hood
with moving chain curtain, and the high-

Furnace at RW silicium.

voltage system.
RW silicium GmbH is a manufacturer of
metallurgical silicon. Today, after years of
operation, the equipment still reaches a
very high availability of up to 99%.

POSCO/KOREA
In July 2011, SMS attracted an order from Posco in South Korea

POSCO FeSi plant.

for two 37.5 MVA FeSi furnaces for high-purity FeSi. They are
equipped with a rotating gear so our customer will also be able to
use them to produce Si-metal at a later stage. We supplied the
furnace, the main electrical supply systems, the automation system, and the hydraulic unit. The furnaces were commissioned in
2013. What particularly stands out is a suspended electrode column, making for a very precise and compact design. This minimizes electrode breaks, while also reducing building costs.

Commissioning ceremony at POSCO.
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The furnaces are outstanding and we’d like
to thank SMS for their good cooperation.
Winfried Baldus/Thyssen Krupp

SILICIUM, KAZAKHSTAN
This project comprised the turnkey supply of two 21-MW furnaces
for Si-Metal production. Not only the furnaces themselves, but the
entire plant equipment from delivery of the raw material to packing of the final product (silicon lumps) were supplied by SMS.
The plant is designed to operate at extreme weather conditions,
ranging from 45 °C in summer to minus 40 °C in winter.

Silicon furnace during start up.

Kazsilicon in Kazakhstan.
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We chose SMS because they supply
top-quality furnaces. So far, we’re very
satisfied with the professional execution
by the SMS team.
Dave Tuten/Mississippi Silicon

MISSISSIPPI SILICON/USA
In 2013, SMS received an order to install the main equipment for

The earthworks started in 2014, and commissioning is scheduled

a two-furnace silicon plant in Burnsville in Mississippi/USA. It’s

for 2015.

the first silicon installation in the USA for four decades. Not only

The furnace is equipped with doors for a later connection to an

responsible for most of the engineering, we also supplied the

energy recovery system. Also prominent in the unit is the new

furnace charging equipment including the vessel, electrode

short electrode column design.

columns, high current line, automation and control systems,

SMS provided Mississippi Silicon with financing for the SMS

transformers, and the primary gas cleaning plant.

share of the project as well as for some of the local supplies.

Mississippi Silicon plant during construction.
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PCC/ICELAND
The PCC project is a good example of SMS’s involvement in

SMS gave us great support in the develop-

turnkey projects. SMS supported the client for project financing

ment of the project as well as in project

and for the development of the complete plant in Husavik/

financing. We look forward to continuing

Iceland. The plant will run with two 24 MW furnaces. SMS will

our excellent relationship with SMS.

be responsible as a EPC contractor for the execution of the pro-

Peter Wenzel/PCC

ject for the whole plant. The financing of the project is secured
and it is expected that the smelters will be commissioned in
2017/2018.

Silicon plant for PCC.
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Nonferrous metals including
overall reference situation

INTRODUCTION TO NONFERROUS METALS
Most smelters supplied to the nonferrous metals industry
apply slag-based processes, recovering the maximum
amount of precious metals out of the slag. The principles
behind these processes first emerged in the 1950s.

Slag tapping area.

Inside view of a slag cleaning furnace.

Rectangular slag cleaning
furnace for Kazzink.
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Slag cleaning furnace during operation.

NICKEL MATTE
AND COPPER MATTE
There are wide-scale similarities between
the production of copper matte and nickel
matte from primary smelter and converter slags in electric furnaces and the ferronickel process. Here again, the furnaces are semi-closed, stationary-type
furnaces. Usually, round furnaces are
used for smaller to medium size quantities, whereas large capacities are produced in rectangular furnaces.

SLAG CLEANING FURNACES
Roof section of copper slag cleaning furnace.

SMS has supplied a number of submerged-arc furnace units for slag cleaning. To date, we can draw on experience
from more than 25 references. The slag
is either liquid-charged into the furnace or
cold-charged in solid form via conventional feeding systems.
n Nickel

n Cobalt

n Lead (for example, from Kivcet
process) and secondary lead

n Zinc

n Tin and secondary tin
n Platinum

n Palladium

Top lance system – SAF combination.
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0.5

LEAD AND ZINC
Zinc exits a submerged-arc furnace with

Using rectangular slag depleting
furnaces, producers can reduce the
remaining copper content in the slag
to below 0.5% (depending on the
discard slag specification)

the gas phase. Then residual metals and
slag are tapped separately, evaporated,
and re-oxidized. Submerged-arc furnaces
are suitable for recycling flue-dust in the
steel industry (e.g. EAF dust) and for recycling slag containing Pb/Zn from BFbased Pb/Zn production plants.

RECTANGULAR FURNACE
DESIGN FOR SLAG CLEANING
Depending on the process, the slag is either liquid-charged into the furnace via
Electrode of a slag cleaning furnace.

launders or cold-charged in solid form via
conventional feeding systems. The application range is very wide and units operate in copper, nickel, cobalt, lead, tin, zinc,
and noble metals (PGM) production. Today we can identify a trend towards rectangular-shaped slag cleaning units.

Furnace for FQM.
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Aurubis, Germany
1 x 9 MVA Copper slag-, 1 x 8 MVA Cu/
Pb-slag cleaning Kaldoconverter 20 t

Kazzinc, Kazakhstan
1 x 11 MVA Copper slag cleaning

Atlantic Copper, Spain
1 x 11 MVA Copper Slag

Codelco, Chile
1 x 9.5 MVA Copper Slag
1 x 14 MVA

Thai Copper, Thailand
1 x 10,5 MVA Copper slag
Birla Copper, India
1 x 8 MVA Copper slag

FQM, Zambia
1 x 22 MVA copper slag cleaning

Enami Paipote, Chile
1 x 11 MVA Copper slag

Mopani Copper Mines, Zambia
1 x 12 MVA copper slag cleaning

Lonmin, South Africa
1 x 9 MVA Platinum slag

n Expansion of bottom refractory

Increasingly, semi-continuous operation is

Expressed briefly, the advantages of rec-

becoming common for primary smelters

tangular as against circular furnaces are

controlled in both directions by frame

(such as IsaSmelt or Ausmelt) as well as

as follows:

design => no bulging

for slag cleaning furnaces. More suitable
here are rectangular SAFs because they
offer better geometrical conditions.
SMS calculates that the recovery rate of a
rectangular furnace in continuous operation can be 0.1 - 0.4% higher than that of
a conventional SAF (depending on the
specific parameters).

n Optimum settling conditions in largecapacity units (>20 MW)

n Smaller furnace cross-section due to

n Easier arrangement of channel
cooling or copper cooling system for
the sidewalls

more effective furnace volume

n Easy installation of channel cooling

even power distribution

n Easy arrangement of metal/slag

n Three or six electrodes in-line provide
n Reduced dead areas between the

for bottom part of the furnace
tapping equipment

electrodes

n Smaller transformer connecting load
due to smaller furnace cross-section

Inside view of a rectangular slag cleaning furnace.

Inside view of slag cleaning furnace.
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MOPANI COPPER
MINES/ZAMBIA
These days, the rectangular furnace at
Mopani Copper Mines in Zambia is primarily used for copper slag cleaning. It’s
installed downstream of an IsaSmelt furnace for cleaning copper slag.
The first matte and slag were tapped in
September 2006. Just one look at the recovery rate confirms the good depleting
conditions of such furnaces.
Mopani copper tapping area.

KAZZINC, KAZAKHSTAN
In December 2006, SMS received an order from Engineering Dobersek for a rectangular slag cleaning furnace, again
placed downstream of an IsaSmelt
smelter. Engineering Dobersek was the
general contractor on behalf of Kazzinc in
Kazakhstan. The entire plant including the
depleting furnaces was commissioned in
2011.
Slag tapping at Kazzink.

This is yet another project after Mopani
Copper that proves this plant configuration is gaining acceptance as a viable and
efficient method of copper production.
It’s certainly a plus that the electric furnace becomes a key unit in the overall
copper smelter configuration, acting as a
buffer for the copper matte.
That, in turn, results in flatter operation
peaks for both the primary smelter and
the converters.

Tapping area of Kazzink prior to commissioning.
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28

With a sidewall length of 28 meters,
the copper depleting furnace
for First Quantum is the world’s
largest installed single unit

We selected SMS rectangular furnace
technology because of our good experience
in previous projects. Metix is well known for
its professional engineering and execution.
David de Fries/First Quantum

KANSANSHI MINING
PROJECT IN ZAMBIA
In March 2012, Metix and Kansanshi Mining PLC – a company 80% owned by First
Quantum Minerals – signed a contract for
the design and supply of a settling electric furnace to be integrated into a major
expansion of the Kansanshi copper
smelter in Zambia’s Copperbelt province.
The furnace is a rectangular six in-line furnace with a footprint of roughly 29 x 9
meters and a 24 MVA transformer rate.

Installation of furnace for FQM.

Included in the supply scope were the
charging system, complete MSEF furnace with refractories, tapping equipment, electrodes, high-current system,
and transformers.
The furnace treats the liquid slag directly
from the Isasmelt process through minor
reduction and settling of Cu matte to improve process efficiencies. It’s the third
furnace used for this application based on
SMS Siemag technology and it was successfully commissioned in March 2015.

Illustration for furnace for FQM.
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Special furnaces including
overall reference situation

GENERAL ASPECTS OF
TiO2-SMELTERS
What makes electric smelters for special applications partic-

Titanium slag furnaces produce TiO2-rich slag and pig iron as

ularly challenging is that they are usually tailor-made and

valuable byproducts. The ilmenite ore can be processed in either

have unique requirements. This means special know-how is

DC or AC furnaces. The advantage of DC furnaces is that they

necessary for their development.

can smelt ore fines without any particular pre-treatment.
Normally, the specific electrical power consumption is higher due
to the lower thermal efficiency of the furnace. Most smelters in
South Africa are DC-based. TiO2-slag can also be produced in ACbased smelting units, either in circular or rectangular furnaces.

Illustration of ilmenite smelter.

References since 1990: 6
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For the first large-scale DC furnace
in China, we relied on SMS technology.
Mr. Ma/Xinli

YUNNAN XINLI, CHINA
This project involved the supply of a DC
furnace for titanium oxide slag production. It was not just the engineering, SMS
also supplied proprietary equipment such
as the high-voltage system, furnace shell,
water-cooled roof and hydraulic unit.
This most recently installed reference
means that SMS has supplied the major
equipment for almost all DC-based titani-

DC furnace for ilmenite smelting.

DC furnace for ilmenite smelting.

um oxide slag furnaces. The furnace at
XinLi was commissioned in 2010.

Slag tapping of ilmenite smelter.
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GENERAL APPLICATIONS
FOR CALCIUM CARBIDE
Calcium carbide (CaC2) is the raw material for the production of acetylene and calcium cyanimide. Initially, acetylene
was produced for lighting purposes, then its market was
extended through welding acetylene to the manufacture of
organic products. In organic and plastics chemistry, calcium
carbide competes with various processes for the production of acetylene from hydrocarbons. Today, calcium carbide is mainly used in the chemical industry and as a desulfurization agent in steel production.
Tapping of calcium carbide.

Calcium carbide plant during construction.
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Cyanamid, Canada
1 x 108 MVA CaC2

Alzchem, Germany
1 x 43.5 MVA + 1 x 70 MVA CaC2

VEB, Germany
1 x 40 MVA CaC2
U.P. Carbide, India
1 x 12 MVA CaC2

Carbudo del Cinca, Spain
1 x 25 MVA CaC2

M.P. Carbide, India
1 x 12 MVA CaC2
Guodia Younglight, China
6 x 81 MVA CaC2

Donau Chemie, Austria
1 x 24 MVA CaC2

Carbide Fox, Rumania
1 x 40 MVA CaC2

Metaloides, Mexico
1 x12 MVA CaC2

Junzheng Group, China
4 x 81 MVA CaC2

MCB Industries, Malaysia
12 MVA CaC2

White Martins, Brazil
49.5 MVA CaC2

Electrona Carbide, Tasmania
1 x 15 MVA CaC2
HECI, South Africa
1 x 57 MVA CaC2

We chose SMS technology to set a new
milestone in calcium carbide production
in China.
Mr. Han/Guodian Younglight

750,000
Capable of an overall production of 750,000 tpy of calcium
carbide, the Guodian Younglight project is the world’s
largest greenfield plant installation

Calcium carbide – Example: Guodian Younglight and Junzheng Energy
n Project goal: Meeting Chinese market demands for
environmentally friendly and efficient large-scale CaC2
production lines
n SMS developed efficient large-scale 81 MVA units with
HES (hollow electrode system) for the direct use of fines
n Currently, three projects are under construction in Inner
Mongolia: Guodian Younglight (6 furnaces for 750,000 tpy)
and Junzheng Energy (4 furnaces for 500,000 tpy)
n The high quality calcium carbide produced here will be
further processed in the company’s internal chemical
plant for the production of PVC etc.
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2,500
A process temperature of up to
2,500 °C is required for the production
of fused magnesia

GOUDIAN YOUNGLIGHT AND
JUNZHENG/CHINA
In 2010 and 2011, SMS Siemag received contracts from two major CaC2 producers in China for the engineering and supply of the
world’s largest CaC2 furnaces. The plants come with a power rating of 81 MVA and achieve an annual production of more than
120,000 tpy each. The six furnaces ordered by Guodian Ningxia
Younglight are located in Ningxia province, while the four ordered
by Junzheng operate in Inner Mongolia province.

Calcium carbide furnace prior to commissioning.

All furnaces are equipped with a hollow electrode system (HES)
which is unique in PR China and is also capable of processing
fine material.
Besides the basic engineering and detail engineering of the en-

It was our goal to bring modern furnace

tire furnace plant, SMS supplied the proprietary equipment such

technology to China. We’re happy with

as electrode columns, high-current lines, and hydraulic plants.

this decision, especially because the

Furthermore, SMS is responsible for the automation systems.

equipment is of high quality.

Junzheng Energy commissioned the first furnace in 2012. Later,

Mr. Du/Junzheng

in 2013 and 2014, the remaining furnaces at Junzheng and
Guodian Ningxia Younglight went into operation.

Installation of
electrode column.
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GENERAL MINERALS
What defines the SAF principle is that it
melts minerals at high fusion temperatures. This is why our furnaces are also
applied in various fields for refractory and
mineral production. SAFs are ideal for producing the following products:
n Corundum (Al2O3)

n Fused magnesia
n Fused minerals

n Mineral and slag wool

Tapping of mineral wool.

n Refractory fusion furnaces

SATKA/RUSSIA
MAGNEZIT GROUP
The Magnezit group headquartered in
Satka/Russia awarded SMS a contract for
the engineering and supply of ten smelting furnaces for fused magnesia. Five furnaces will go to the company’s plant in
Satka and five more to the Rasdolinsk
facility. Each furnace has a transformer
capacity of 8.8 MVA. They come with a
capacity of approx. 10,000 tpy of fused
MgO. Our supply scope includes the engineering and supply of the complete furnaces as well as the electrics and automation. Our customer plans to commission the first furnaces in 2015.

Plant for fused magnesia production.
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CBMM/BRAZIL

Commissioning is planned for 2016/2017.
SMS is responsible for the engineering

Technical data of the furnace:
n Shell diameter: 7,000 mm
n Shell height: 5,600 mm

New on the books is an order from

and supply of the submerged-arc furnace,

Brazilian company CBMM (Companhia

the transformer, the gas cleaning plant,

Brasileira de Metalurgia e Mineração) re-

the water-cooling unit, as well as the

ceived on July 15, 2014. The company

electrics and automation including the

contracted us to supply the core equip-

compensation plant. The new sub-

ment for the production of 123,750 tpy of

merged-arc furnace will produce refined

de-phosphorized Nb2O5 slag.

FeNb concentrate, which is the raw ma-

SMS supplied smelters to CBMM in

terial for FeNb. Highly useful in the steel

1993, 1999, and 2004. The company is a

Our customer aims with this project to

industry, niobium is a micro-alloying ele-

leading producer of FeNb.

significantly increase its output of FeNb at

ment.

n Water cooled roof

n Electrode diameter: 550 mm
(graphite)

n Active power: 11.5 MW

the location in Araxá, Brazil.

Illustration of a FeNb furnace.
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Plant revamps and brownfield
solutions for boosting production
Over the past 35 years, SMS has modified more than 80 submerged-arc furnaces. Revamping plants is challenging because of the nature of brownfield design. It requires the lowest possible downtime during revamping as well as adaptation of the existing plant environment.
Our intelligent solutions are designed to achieve higher production levels while retaining the approximate dimensions of both
the furnace and the plant. It’s also possible to boost production
with intelligent logistical improvements and charging patterns.
The following options are available for optimizing our customers’
plant efficiency:

n Electrode column modification

Revamp of a FeNi furnace.

n Sidewall cooling systems

n Thyristor control systems (mainly for FeNi applications)
n Charging system/infrastructure optimization
n Furnace enlargement

n Transformer capacity enlargement
n Furnace roof

n Heat recovery

n Productivity increase

n Safety and environmental issues
n Change in product(s)

The potential capacity expansion that can be achieved with a
newly-developed copper cooling system was successfully

Converted silicon furnace.

demonstrated by a rectangular submerged-arc furnace in New
Caledonia. The application of AC thyristor control systems can
boost the production of conventional FeNi furnaces by up to
10%. Furthermore, the system ensures smoother regulation of
the electrode columns.
In applications where the furnaces run on high current (> 80 kA),
it’s possible to save electrical energy by using material that minimizes the electrical losses caused by induced magnetic fields. In
some applications, the use of antimagnetic material pays off in
less than a year.

Converted silicon furnace.
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Applications in waste recycling
and iron making

STEEL MILL WASTE TREATMENT

OVERVIEW OF WASTE SOURCES
IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

Increased landfill costs for steel mill waste residues, stricter
environment regulations, and increasing public resistance to

Steel mill wastes

waste dumping is driving the iron and steel industry to apply

EAF-, LF-dust, sludges (dewatered) from cooling

environmentally balanced solutions on site. SMS offers a

water, mill scale, oily sludges, grinding swarf

wide range of systems for the treatment of almost all accumulated steel mill waste without any negative effects on

Automotive industry

quality or plant productivity, and with minimized overall steel

Spent catalysts, diesel engine filters

plant emissions.
Battery industry
NiCd/ZnMn batteries
FeNi industry
Flue dust
Power plant flue dust
Flue dust recycling to non-leachable slag

Dry dusts

Slag former

Mill scales & sludges Reductants (e.g. coal)

Drying and grinding

Daybins
Air preheater
Mixer

Bagfilter

Submerged Arc Furnace

Pig Iron
(Cr, Ni, Mo-rich)

Slag
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Zn-Pb rich dust
Single-level treatment
for waste recycling.
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It’s with the following products that SMS
contributes several technologies to the
field of waste recycling:

n Single smelters on AC basis

n Reduction in overall emissions to the
atmosphere

n Increased yields and energy utilization

Other products such as crude zinc oxide
or inert slag are ideal for sale to the zinc/
lead, cement or road construction industries.

n Single smelters on DC basis

Almost all process lines generate steel

n Rotary hearth furnaces (RHF) –
submerged-arc furnaces

n Fines charging with the hollow electrode system

mill waste products, starting with iron-

The metal and metal oxide components

making units (including raw material

from the waste material are almost fully

transport and preparation) through to fin-

transferred into the metal phase. Taking

ishing lines such as cold rolling and pick-

typical steel mill waste from the stainless

ling lines.

steel industry, the smelter produces an
alloy with up to 6% Ni and 15% Cr.

All of the above technologies meet zerowaste steelmaking requirements:

What zero-waste steel-making technolo-

n Treatment of all residues from iron
and steelmaking operations

n Avoidance of negative side-effects of
waste recycling on steel quality and

gy does is convert the majority of these

Equally useful is the inert slag from this

reverts into non-hazardous saleable prod-

process, which is a good base product

ucts, and re-introduce them into iron and

for the cement and road construction

steelmaking lines.

industry.

productivity

Raw material preparation

Iron bearing
material
(ores or residues ...)

Heating and
chemical reduction

Grinder

Mixer

Green
pellets

Final chemical reduction
and smelting

Rotary
Hearth
Furnace

Submerged
Arc
Furnace

Hot
metal

DRI

Reductant
(coal, pet coke ...)

Slag

Pelletizer
Binders and fluxes
(bentonite,
lime, chemicals)

Electricity
Steam
Dust/Waste

Dust/Waste

Power
co-generation
Steam

Flow sheet of the RedSmelt process.
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Innovation –
General overview

INNOVATION: WE DEVELOP TOMORROW’S
FURNACES TODAY
Key to SMS’s position as a global leader in electric smelters is the open-minded
creative spirit of our team. That enables us to develop new application areas
for smelters while also optimizing existing designs. We evolve innovations in
cooperation with our customers as well as reputed institutes and universities.
This interaction with third parties constantly provides new impulses and new
inspiration.

Here are just some of our partners:

n Institute for Process Metallurgy and

Basically, our company differentiates between strategic, fundamental, and opera-

Metal Recycling (IME) in Aachen/

tional developments. You can see the

Germany

major topics in the table below.

Aachen/Germany

Strategic developments

n Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy in
n NTNU - Trondheim Norwegian

n Sintef Institute in Trondheim/Norway
n Mefos in Luleå/Sweden

n Technical University Dortmund/
Germany

n University Duisburg-Essen/Germany
n University in Delft/Netherlands

n Intensive DC-based slag cleaning unit
n Large-scale silicon furnaces
(40 MW)

n Two-furnace concept for LC FeCr
production

n New process lines with pilot smelter
at Aachen University/Germany

n SGA in Othfresen/Germany

n New waste recycling concept

n Mintek in Johannesburg/South Africa

Basic research activities

n Universidad de Chile in Santiago/Chile
n FEhS-Duisburg/Germany

n Basic R&D for new process lines
AC vs. DC

n Modeling of various processes
Operational research activities

n Next-generation thyristor control
system

n Development of new cooling
concepts
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Metallugical tests at the IME in Aachen.
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The furnace is very flexible and will
allow the development of new metallurgical
processes on a semi-pilot scale.
Prof. Bernd Friedrich/RWTH Aachen/Germany

NEW TESTING OPTIONS
AT RWTH, AACHEN
SMS has developed an electric smelter

cleaning, steel mill waste recycling, waste

pilot furnace and donated it to the IME

recycling of nonferrous and ferroalloy

(Institute for Metallurgical Processes and

residues, and steel production on a semi-

Metal Recycling) at RWTH University of

industrial scale. Usually, the data is suffi-

Applied Sciences in Aachen/Germany.

cient for upscaling the new processes.

It’s a multi-purpose furnace designed to

The heart of the furnace is an intelligent

run metallurgical smelting processes of

power connection, and the 1 MVA fur-

materials such as ferroalloys, nonferrous

nace can run in both DC and AC mode.

metals, and mineral wool, as well as slag

Also included is a conductive hearth.

Test furnace in Aachen.
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SLAG WASHING MACHINE
Currently, SMS is working on an innovative, intensive slag cleaning stage that is
arranged downstream of conventional
slag cleaning furnaces. This development
overcomes the previously unsolved problem of finely dispersed smaller precious
metal droplets that do not settle into the
matte/metal phase of the furnace gravitationally.
As a result, a considerable portion of precious metals always remained in the slag
phase. The new invention is a highly attractive solution especially for the copper
and PGM industry.
In copper slag cleaning, the copper content of the slag can be further reduced by
0.2 - 0.5 percentage points.
SMS has successfully demonstrated the
recovery of copper inclusions.

Slag washing machine at Aurubis.

The principles of the channel-type furnace

Next in line is the second zone, where the

The plant achieved reductions in copper

are simple. The small unit uses a perma-

droplets are forced by capillary motion to-

content in the slag of up to < 0.4% (de-

nent DC field combined with a magnetic

wards the metal/matte phase, and addi-

pending on the slag copper content).

field to generate electromagnetic stirring.

tional electrolytic effects increase the

In the first zone of the furnace, the slag is

metal recovery rate. This unit/process is

There is an excellent economic potential

patented for all metals.

of this “slag washing machine” for certain applications.

electromagnetically stirred, which causes
partial coagulation of the smaller metal
droplets.

The new slag cleaning stage was jointly
developed by SMS and the University of
Chile (UDC) in Santiago/ Chile. Recently
the process was demonstrated in a largescale trial plant at Aurubis in Hamburg/
Germany.
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Without magnetic stirring
100

30

n High recovery of PGM

n Extremely low investment because of simple principle
n Easy electrode control

Relative frequency [%]

The advantages of the unit are obvious:

n Minimum graphite anode consumption due to coke layer
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principle

n Bypass option will not affect daily operation and minimizes
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project risks

n Small compact unit will fit in almost all downstream
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Additional magnetic stirring

locations of the primary smelting unit
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This unit is patented for all kinds of metal, slag, and matte in

SMS is investigating the potential of using rotary hearth furnaces
as a pre-reduction step for the production of FeNi and FeCr. The
results of tests conducted in two demonstration plants look

Relative frequency [%]

DEVELOPMENT FOR PRE-REDUCTION
OF ORE IN ROTARY HEARTH FURNACE
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promising. Depending on the location, the RHF-SAF process
combination could become a competitive alternative to conventional process combinations currently applied on the market.

Cumulative relative frequency [%]
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batch and continuous operation modes.
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Results of the tests at Aurubis.

0.2 - 0.5
additional copper recovery rate compated
to conventioanl technology
Rotary hearth furnace – submerged-arc furnace combination.
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SERVICE COMPETENCIES
OF THE SMS GROUP
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SAF BULLETIN 3rd EDITION

Effective and economical
maintenance for high
reliability, safety and quality

Drawing on 140 years of experience, SMS delivers tailor-made maintenance service solutions. As an original equipment manufacturer, we
ensure longer service lives, reduced maintenance costs, and improved
performance throughout plant lifetime with best-practice maintenance.
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SMS service teams free you up to concentrate on what you do best, while we take care of all your
on-site maintenance.

There is a major focus at SMS on preven-

longstanding experience in kinematic op-

achieve top results. Committed to fully

tive maintenance as the key factor for

erating sequences and patented design,

maintaining plants and machines, SMS’s

high plant availability. A valuable tool here

SMS supplies reliable, top-quality sys-

long-term services cover the whole

is our Integrated Maintenance Manage-

tems with guaranteed long service lives.

scope. Our online maintenance and vari-

ment System IMMS®. Decades of SMS

Additional support such as modern ware-

ous workshop activities offer an attrac-

experience have gone into this CMMS

housing concepts or end-of-life alerts for

tive, competent maintenance alternative

software. Applying data from elaborate

electric and automation parts completes

with calculated availability of the plants.

analyses and existing documents, the

the spare parts services of SMS.

So plant owners can focus entirely on

system offers plant-specific, customized

core competencies and forget about

packages of component-related strate-

Whenever plant owners want help with

gies for technically and commercially ef-

optimization, SMS is a reliable partner.

fective maintenance.

Our teams of skilled experts from R&D,

At TNK Kazchrome, SMS took over oper-

design, automation, maintenance, and

ational maintenance and repair of the four

SMS has developed a large range of ser-

manufacturing apply their long-term expe-

direct-current furnaces, all ancillary equip-

vices for maximum plant efficiency from

rience to improve both technology and

ment, and subcontractor packages with a

a single source. Customers benefit from

processes. They support customers with

240-strong team. The SAFs in Aktobe are

a 24/7 teleservice, effective and tailor-

analyses, feasibility studies, audits, or

designed for years of continuous opera-

made inspection concepts, and efficient

practice workshops for sintering plants,

tion. Included in the maintenance ser-

repair shutdowns on site. Always close to

steelmaking, and metallurgy, as well as

vices are the entire mechanical and hy-

customer locations, our service centers

providing customized training courses. To

draulic equipment as well as the fluid sys-

provide professional repairs of core com-

ensure you meet market demands and

tems and the electrical equipment plus

ponents and a quick supply of spare

remain competitive, SMS devises tailor-

automation systems. The worldwide

parts. These range from cables and trans-

made modernization plans. Experienced

SMS service network also covers profes-

maintenance.

formers to pre-assembled units in original

in performing modifications for higher

sional repairs, high-quality spare parts,

quality. Particularly important for the kine-

production rates, extended product mix-

and new technologies. When it comes to

matic equipment of the SAF, such as the

es, and lower lifecycle costs, we inte-

implementation, both partners focus on

electrode slipping device, is expert manu-

grate new technologies in existing plants.

effective, economic processes. Planning

facture and assembly know-how. Perfect

Our packages include supervision and

and continuous optimization of these

functioning of the electrode has a signifi-

control of all stages of the implementa-

processes are facilitated by the previously

cant influence on plant capacity. Other

tion and replacement work.

integrated

IMMS®.

Furthermore,

Kazchrome’s plant operators use the 24/7

crucial factors are adjustment of the bottom length, correct compensation of the

High-performance components – known

teleservice as a direct line to the plant

oxidizing loss, and precise regulation of

as SMS value-added parts – increase

manufacturer’s engineers. They also ben-

the amperage, because they ensure a vi-

plant performance by effecting simple

efit from a spare parts warehousing sys-

bration-free system and avoid the risk of a

and small changes. They replace worn

tem integrated in the IMMS®.

flash-over. As a plant manufacturer with

components with innovative key parts to
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Service and spare parts

Service
and spare parts
WARE
HO
SERVIC USING
ES

SMS SIE
MAG

To keep plants at this high level of operation, sophisticated
EXPERT

and efficient spare parts and components management as

Custome

KNOW
LEDGE

r Plants

well as servicing are indispensable.
That’s where our team of specialists comes in – ready to offer
customer support in all spare parts-related issues. Equally important is our commitment to improving the performance of existing
plant units. Total quality management always forms an essential
part of our services.
When designing components, SMS also considers its customers’ experience. Wear parts are repaired and manufactured
in our workshops worldwide, or sourced from our qualified suppliers. Our specialists also assist locally when repair work is required.
Closeness to customers requires permanent availability, which
is guaranteed through our office in Düsseldorf / Germany and our
international locations. We are always at your service for any request you may have or any assistance you may require.
It goes without saying that we offer modern spare parts planning
to all our customers to ensure smooth, safe, and long-term operation with maximum plant availability and efficiency. Our team
will assist you with any request about effective spare parts management.

Service in
teamwork.
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CONCRETE LONG-TERM BENEFITS:
n High-quality spare parts

n All features available

n Maintenance planning

n Round-the-clock assistance via internet

n Complete spare parts planning
n Quality assurance for the products
n Special “older“ parts available

n Worldwide presence
n Teamwork

n Extensive experience

Hydraulic equipment:
Various valves and fittings
Various cylinders
Various pumps
Various motors
Various hoses
Various switches
HFC fluids
Filter elements
Various seals

Charging system:
Mouth pieces
Insulating parts
Slide gates
Plunger valves

Electrical equipment:
HV circuit breakers
Capacitor units
Spare transformers
Transformer OLTC-contacts
Transformer oil circulation pumps
Transducers (power, voltage, current)
Transducers (electrode position)
Transducers (slipping length counter)
Thermocouples and transducers

Cooling water:
Various valves and fittings
Various pipes
Various hoses
Various couplings
Various pumps

Miscellaneous:
Crane systems
Ancillary equipment

Utilities:
Valves and fittings for nitrogen/
oxygen systems
Compressed air systems
Hoses
Couplings
Tapping:
Tapping machine spares
Tapping blocks
Copper tap holes
High-current lines
Wall bushing
High-current lines
High-current flexibles
High-current rods
and cables
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Turnkey services

Turnkey competencies

Kazchrome plant during construction.

SAF plant during construction.
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TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
MADE BY THE SMS GROUP

Interview with
Heinz-Josef Dresenkamp

The SMS turnkey department is noted for

Question: Why is the smelter business

its high expertise in planning and supply-

also interesting for turnkey solutions?

ing complete plants of any size for ferroalloys, nonferrous metals, and other prod-

Dresenkamp: Basically, the size of the

ucts all over the world.

plants is not as complex and the overall in-

As leading partners in consortiums or as

vestment is lower than for large steel

plant planning specialists, we offer com-

plants. This makes the development and -

prehensive know-how and a wide spec-

if required - the project financing more

trum of services.

feasible.

Heinz-Josef Dresenkamp, Executive
Vice President Turnkey Division.

SMS technical service ranges from the
planning and project phase to the han-

Question: What is the key factor for turnkey success for such a plant?

dover of the turnkey plant. We also provide engineering for individual plant sec-

Dresenkamp: In particular for smelter plants, internal know-how about the process

tions that are subsequently combined

equipment in combination with the turnkey solution is essential for developing a

with other units to build an optimally de-

working plant at realistic cost.

signed complete plant.
Our commercial services include interna-

Question: What do you mean by realistic cost?

tional financing as well as organizational
services. We coordinate all activities in

Dresenkamp: The less familiar a company is with the equipment and process, the

each phase of project planning and order

more contingencies they tend to include in the project costs. We know our process-

handling to ensure dependable perfor-

es better than others, so we can offer turnkey solutions at lower prices.

mance of every contract.
SMS has implemented many projects

Question: What else is important?

based on the following business concepts as an EPC/EPCM contractor:

n Business concept 1: Core equipment

Dresenkamp: The choice of the right local partner is also crucial. We are in the
fortunate position that we have worked with many local companies.

delivery (e.g. Barro Alto/Brazil)

n Business concept 2: Turnkey

equipment delivery (e.g. BASCO/
Kazakhstan)

n Business concept 3: Business concept 2 + local engineering by SMS,
procurement and construction by customer with SMS’s assistance (e.g.
Vale/Brazil, Kazchrome/Kazakhstan)

n Business concept 4: Business concept 3 + local civil engineering and
construction engineering by SMS
(e.g. PCC/Iceland)
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Turnkey services

There is no better indication of the SMS
Johannesburg office’s competence in
EPC services than the impressive track
record of Metix in installing plants with
full budget and time responsibility. Metix
has an excellent reputation, particularly in
FeCr sinter plants (based on Outotec design

and

technology)

and

smelters.

Sinter plant during construction.
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electric

These are the most recent references:
n Rainbow Minerals
n Hernic F4PS2

n TATA Steel Richardsbay

The services provided by SMS in Johannesburg include:

n Engineering, Procurement and
Construction (EPC) - (LSTK)

n Bokamoso Sinter Plant

n Engineering, Procurement and Supply

n ASA Sinter Plant

n Engineering, Procurement and

n MFC PSP3

n Mogale Furnace Rebuild
n Tswelopele Sinter Plant

(EPS)

Construction Management (EPCM)

COMPETENCIES & SERVICES

FeMn plant during construction.

Sinter plant during construction.
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Studies

Evaluation services from SMS
- studies

Besides supplying engineering, equipment, and plant,
we provide the following services and engineering:
n De-bottlenecking studies, plant logistics, process modeling
n Environmental studies

n Development of measures for minimization of operating costs
n Planning and supply of the complete plant

n Technical feasibility studies for new process lines
n Maintenance planning

n Product optimization programs
n Furnace dimensioning

n Commissioning planning

n Product change/enlargement of product portfolio
n Consulting assignments

n Financial and comparative studies
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Project financing

The SMS group supports customers with tailor-made
financing concepts.
Over recent decades, SMS has gained an excellent reputation among international banks and ECAs as a reliable
and highly skilled business partner. We have also become one of the leading exporters under the Export
Credit Agency Scheme of various countries (Federal
Republic of Germany [EULER HERMES], Switzerland
[SERV], Italy [SACE], Luxembourg [ODL], Belgium
[OND], etc.).

Interview
with Jens Oliver Haupt (Vice President
of the Financial Services Division)

Our experienced team of financial consultants is able to

Question: Mr. Haupt, how important is financing for the clients of the

structure attractive multi-sourcing financing schemes

SMS group?

based on export credit agency cover, long-term financ-

Haupt: We are one of the top exporters under the Euler Hermes in-

ing periods, and attractive interest rate levels based on

strument. Over recent years, we have financed projects in the field of

fixed or floating interest rates. Usually, financing is avail-

metallurgical plant to a total magnitude of > 1 billion euros. In many

able in EUR. Other currencies such as USD can be dis-

cases, our support contributed substantially to the project realization.

cussed on request.

This service, combined with our good reputation in the banking sector, is highly appreciated.

Our support starts with the first negotiation rounds
and ends with the project finalization.

Question: What potentials do you see for project financing in the
electric smelter field?

It includes consulting, structuring, arranging, and coordi-

Haupt: Electric smelter-based plants usually have the perfect size for

nation for dealing with potential lending banks and ECAs,

financing. A typical two-furnace solution requires overall investment

applications to ECAs, assistance with handling and re-

of between EUR 100 - 300 million (depending on size and product).

viewing loan agreements, and discussion of financial
models.

Question: What about the market aspect?
Haupt: Especially for the profitability of a project, the market is very

It’s vital for this kind of project financing that you can rely

important. Electric smelters (usually supplied in projects) are partially

on a well-trained team of export and trade specialists as

independent of the mainstream products. The margins achievable

well as an effective network of contacts with banks and

here facilitate financing.

ECAs.
Question: Any examples?
Please feel free to contact us anytime for further infor-

Haupt: We arranged the complete financing for two silicon projects in

mation: jens.haupt@sms-group.com

the US and in Iceland. The market outlook is generally positive and
SMS contributed greatly to arranging the ECA financing together with
the clients.
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SMS seminars
and training options

SMS draws on many years of experience as well as extensive knowledge about the components used throughout the
entire process chain. That gives us the expertise necessary
for compiling customized training courses – whatever your

TRAINING METHODS
n Classroom lessons
n E-learning

field.

n Virtual reality

LET KNOWLEDGE GROW YOUR COMPANY

On request, we conduct the training sessions on-site at your

n Webinars (live video conferences)

facility, working directly on your plant.
TECademy is the international customer training academy of
SMS. It offers you hands-on workshops designed for steel producers or rolling mill operators who want to draw on our specialist expertise.

n Proven SMS Siemag quality

Our seminars systematically merge basic knowledge and indepth competence. As a participant, you learn a broad range of
applied know-how and thorough understanding of the plants and
processes in the metallurgical and rolling mill industry. All this
points to solid foundations for the learning processes which are
firmly rooted in our many years of experience as a leading plant
constructor.

FLEXIBLE PLANNING AND
OPTIMAL ADAPTATION
We respond to your needs flexibly, identifying the potentials of your plant so you
can use it optimally. This is how our experienced experts ensure optimal learning
success and maximal applicability by conveying practical know-how integrated in
the learning units.

Workshop in Brazil.
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OUR STRENGTHS FOR YOUR SUCCESS
n In-depth know-how

n Hands-on teaching methods and practically applicable
content

n Flexible options including customized seminars, e-learning
and webinars

COMPETENCIES & SERVICES

Quality assurance
and safety

TOP QUALITY –
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SAFETY ASPECTS
Excellent plant performance can only be achieved with topquality equipment. That’s why SMS demands very high
standards of its subcontractors.
Especially components such as electrode columns, electrode
glands, and all water-cooled parts in direct contact with the harsh
furnace environment must be treated with special care.
Quality assurance is performed by our team in Germany and, if
locally available, also by representatives on the spot. SMS is certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 9002.
Welding grillage beams.

Whatever the plant, high safety standards are included in our engineering and operating manuals (in accordance with strict European standards). We address safety aspects as early as possible
– during the sales phase of a project – and they are always integrated in the design phase.

6-inline furnace inspection.
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Project execution department

Project execution department,
order handling, procurement
THE SMS PROJECT EXECUTION
DEPARTMENT
It’s essential for success that your project is managed in a pro-

Extra support comes from special management tools, quality

fessional way. SMS project management guarantees that the ex-

gates and guidelines, and monitoring by several automated

ecution is in line with quality, time, and contractual requirements.

reporting systems.

One of our key factors for smooth and prompt project execution

We maintain the high level of SMS project execution through

is a highly qualified project team, supervised by competent tech-

further training and expansion of our personnel.

nical and commercial project managers, as well as a time schedule project manager, each with a long record of experience. This
team is responsible for the project from the day of contract signature until handing over to the customer. That ensures continuity
throughout the project execution.

Some members of the electric and automation execution team.
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COMMISSIONING
Our professional support during the commissioning phase helps
operators progressively ramp up their plant. With classroom
training, training on the job, work situation evaluations and, when
required, external experts for the specific product, SMS aims not
only to get a plant up and running, but also to make sure the
operators understand how it works.

Execution team at Kazchrome.
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Competitiveness –
total cost of ownership

Satisfied customers confirm the reliability and high performance
of our plants. Our team assists customers with all their requirements concerning the plant with intensive, on-site support
throughout the planning, engineering, erection, and commissioning phases. We take pride in the plants we erect, which guarantees lasting added value for our customers.
Adhering to deadlines goes without saying, yet SMS Siemag

Construction of a smelter.

aims to do even better by achieving a steep start-up curve even
before the appointed date. The nature and scope of our customers’ investments are crucial for the success of their projects.
Quick start-up of production and reliable, flexible work sequences at low operating costs ensure their investments pay off
within a very short time.

LOW OPERATING COSTS DUE TO:
n Very high overall plant availability

n Robust and solid equipment suitable for the harsh furnace
environment

n Energy-efficient process
n Long furnace lifetime

Nippeling area of a silicon furnace.

n Quick ramp-up

n Low maintenance requirement (especially for electrode
columns)

n Low manpower due to high level of automation
n Maximum furnace size for the chosen location

LOW INVESTMENT DUE TO:
n The overall price level for the investment is moderate due
to international sourcing

n Maximized local share of supply (if desired by customer)
n Compact furnace design lowers the costs for civil
engineering and construction

n Attractive financing options
122

FeNi furnace inside view.
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PUBLICATIONS
n Degel, R.; Kunze, J.: History, current status of submerged arc
furnace technology for ferroalloy metals, Steel Grips 1 (2003), No. 3
n Degel, R.; Borgwardt, D.: Efficient recycling with SAF technology for
the iron and steel, ferroalloy and non-ferrous industry, Steel Grips 2
(2004), No.1
n Fröhling, C.; Babel, M.; Degel, R.: Energy recovery systems for
electric smelters, Infacon XIII, 9 – 12 June 2013, Almaty
n Degel, R.; Schmale, K.; Kleinschmidt, G.; Oterdoom. H.: AC- and
DC- Smelter technology for ferrous metal production; INFACON XII,
Helsinki, 6th-10th June 2010
n Schmieden, H.; Schmale, K.; Degel, R. Köneke, M.: Application
potential of SMS DC smelter technology for the pyrometallurgical
industry in Southern Africa, Pyro 2011, April 2011, Johannesburg,
South Africa
n Degel, R.*; Kempken, J.; Kunze, J.; König, R.: Design of modern
large capacity FeNi-smelting plants, INFACON IX, 18. - 21. Feb. 2007
in Delhi, India
n van Niekerk, A.: Latest trends of Metix solutions for the ferro alloy
industry; SMS Symposium in Johannesburg, November 2012
n Fröhling, C. Degel, R.: Ecological and economical solutions for
electric smelters; SMS Workshop in Dubai, 2013, Proceedings
n Degel. R.; Kalisch, K.; Hecker, E.; Oterdom, H.; Brosnan, J.:
Innovative electric smelter solution for the silicon industry, “Silicon
for Chemical Solar Industry” in Trondheim/Norway on 24.- 27. June
2014
n Thiedemann, U.; Bader. J.: Innovations in Process Technologies,
Infacon XIII, 9 – 12 June 2013, Almaty
n Degel, R.; Germershausen, T.; Nörthemann, R.; Köneke, M.; van
Niekerk; A.: Innovative electric smelter solutions of the SMS group
for the ferro alloy and Si-metals industry; Infacon XIII in June 2013
in Almaty, Kazakhstan

n Degel, R.; Oterdoom, H.; Fröhling, C.: High efficient electric smelters
for ferro-alloy and non-ferrous metal production – SMS group
solutions for CO2-reduction, EMC 2011 conference in Düsseldorf,
July 2011
n Degel, R.; Köneke, M.: Superior full-line process competence in
ferrous and non-ferrous metals production, Metec 2011 SMS group
symposium, July 2011, Düsseldorf, Germany
n Degel, R., Fröhling, C., Köneke, M., Hecker, E., Oterdoom, H., Van
Niekerk, A.: History and new milestones in submerged arc furnace
technology for ferro alloy and silicon production, Metec conference
2015 in Düsseldorf/Germany
n Degel, R., Fröhling, C., Hansmann, T., Kappes, H., Barozzi, S.: Zero
Waste Concept in steel production, Infacon 2015 in Kiev/Ukraine
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SILICON industry; Infacon 2015 in Kiev/Ukraine
n Fröhling, C., Degel, R.: Ecological aspects of ferro-alloys and silicon
metal plants – economical solutions, Infacon 2015 in in Kiev/Ukraine
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At a glance

SAF and electric
smelters at a glance

The SMS group is your best partner for efficient and reliable electric submergedarc furnace and electric smelter technology to ensure the success of your projects.
We offer the full range, starting with small components and spares right up to the
supply of turnkey full-liner solutions.

PARTNERSHIP

TIME SCHEDULE

SUMMARY

n Our teams in Germany and Johan-

n Professional execution teams

n Complete range of products and

nesburg work hand-in-hand with

ensure adherence to the agreed

customers

time schedule and provide secure

n The excellent company setup provides services from our offices all

financial planning

services

n Superb track record

n Trailblazing innovations
n Clear focus on service

over the world

n In-house manufacturing of core

professional business partnership

n Automation of all plant systems

n Our goal is a sustainable, lasting
based on trust

TECHNOLOGICAL
EXCELLENCE
n We offer best available technology
solutions based on experience and
references

n Economically viable and safe
furnaces

n Operation with low maintenance
n Very reliable high quality design
based on existing plants

n Superb safety record

Members of the SAF Team.
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components

n Financing models

COMPETENCIES & SERVICES
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SMS group: Full liner in superior Submerged Arc
Furnaces and Electric Smelters Technology

SMS group

Metallurgical Plants Division
Submerged-Arc Furnaces (SAF)
Eduard-Schloemann-Strasse 4
40237 Düsseldorf, Germany
Phone: +49 211 881- 6372 or 6180 or 5288
Telefax: +49 211 881-6980
E-mail: saf@sms-group.com
Internet: www.sms-group.com
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We transform ...
the world of metals.

“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. The actual products may not always have these
characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will
not have legal effect. An obligation to deliver products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”

